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noted a r e p t t by the Bar Association of
New York entitled, "A Wiser Cou~se:
Ending Drug Prohibition," advocating
that the natiou pursue a different course
from the seemingly endless war on
drugs. Mr. Buckley states: 'The drug
war has become a war against drug
users, and the result is a serious and
comprehensive contraction of civil liberties The narcs can do almost anything to
you if you ale suspected of dtug use,
and the law permits extraordina~ypenalties. The corruption is legendary police, prison officials and, one reasonably supposes, magistrates. To what
end?" The New York Bar committee
and Mr. Buckley asked, "Are fewer
d ~ u gcousumed
s
on account ofthe federal laws? No. Is it obvious that if dmgs
were legalized, the rate of drug consumption would rise dramatically? No."
Aren't drug prosecutions paying off?
No, they are not. Sending a man to
prison for a year costs twice as much as
sending him to a treatment center,
where. he has, on the record, up to a 70
petrent chance of kicking the habit. As
you may recall from my June column,
RollingStone mags~ineasked the same
questions and made the same answeis in
its May 5, 1994 edition.
Jail House Lawyers in Jail
As most who know me, knmv. I am,
and have been, an admirer of the "soldiers of the courtroom," a phrase I stole
from Rum~oleof the Bailey. My heros
are those lawyem who go to the courthouse regularly, they try the difficult
cuses, usually they are coua appointed
or working for the marginally indigent
defendant. These lawyers are underpaid, yet they keep trying to create mitacles out of tragedies; and they usualIy
get their butts kicked. Nonetheless,
they show up the nezt day and continue
the battle to preserve the citizen
accused's constitutional rights against
the mighty armada of the government.
We need to recognize these lawyers
mote often.
This manth's candidate for peer
recognition is federal public defender
Petel Fleury of Fort Worth. When
called upon by a federal district judge to
make disclosu~esprobably harmful to
his client, Peter opted for jail i~stead.
Yeoman efforts by fellow fede~alpublic
defender Tim Crooks obtained an emergency stay fmm the Fifth Circuit Comt
of Appeals, thus limitiug Mr. Fteury's

stay at the crossbar hotel to several
hours. The real issue with Peter's incarceration was the sudden dispatch wit11
which the trial court acted. The two
hearings befare United States District
JudgeMcBryde lasted all of six minutes
and four minutes. At the first hearing,
with absolutely no time to consult with
another atrorney, meet with his client,
make an objection, or, Heaven forbid,
see a law book, Peter was in custody
because he tried to protect his client's
attorney-client p~ivilege,an act which
soems to be required by our ethical stahdards. The second hearing ostensibly
was to give Peter the opportunity to
purge himself of the contempt, but actually it was to make the court look better
by p e r m i t t i ~Peter time to make an
objection.
After being given a b u t 30 seconds to
wnsult with other public defenders,
Peter attempted to articulate the privileges set forth in the Code of
Professional Conduct and Rule 501 of
the Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence.
Another public defender, John Carroll,
filed the appeal bxief on Peter's behalf
in the Fifth Circuit, and TCDLA has
filed an amicus brief. The Fifth Circuit
Court ruled that the diswict court did not
commit ""clear a r m in concluding that a
response to the coukt's question would
not violate the attorney-client privilege." The one-page opinion continued
by stating that the appeal court's mling
"should allay counsel's concerns [but]
the district court should not inquire f u ~
ther concserning Fleu~y'sreIationship
with his client without first deteimining
that an answer would not violate the
attorney-client priivilege." Although we
were nor completely successful in the
case, the juggernaut of constitutional
infringement was slowed to permit a
more careful analysis of this public
defender's ethical and constitutional
duties. A hearty "Thanks and Well
Done!" to Peter Flemy for standing up
for the pioposition that there is still a
constitutional right to counsel. *
Ronald L. Goranson grnltated from
the U n i v e r s ~of Arkansaa (B.S., B.A.,
1967). Soufhnn Methodist U~~iversity
(J.D., 1970). Certified Criminal Law
Specialist ( T e ~ a sBoard of Legal
Specializafion)(1975 to present). A-V
rated by Martindale-Hubbell Law
Directory.
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inside the car of a DWI Defendant.
Florida v. Wells approved an inventory
search of a locked suitcase in the tmnk
after "dubies" were found in the aslitray. The Wells court stated officers are
allowed some latitude in determining
what could be inventoried; that "the
exercise of judgment based upon concerns related to the purposes of an
inventory search does not violate tlie
Fourtli Amendment." This means the
Fourth Ameodmeot permits the inventory of closed containers (1) if departmental policies are followed or (2) if, in the
officer's opinion, the search furthers the
purpose of an inventory search. Here,
t h e inventory was valid under tlie
Fourth Amendnicnt because the departmental policy pernlitting inventosies of
closed containers was followed and the
search furthered the purposes of an
inventory search.

(Or.1982); State v. Opperoian, 247
N.W.673 (S.D.1976); State v. Jackson,
688 P.2d 136 (Wasli.1984).
Those states who have followed the
SCt's interpretation of tlie Fourtli
Amendment seem to want uniformity
between decisions. But this conflicts
with the court's duty to protect and
defend the constitutioo aod law of their
state.

3. SEARCH:
Inventory Closed C o n t a i ~ ~ e r sState
Staodard
Art. I, sec. 9 of the Texas
Constitotion Art. I, sec. 9 provides
greater protection than tlie Fourth
Amendment in the context of inventories. The CCA refused to presume the
search of a closed container reasonable
under Art. I, sec. 9 simply because an
officer followed established departmental policy.

-

2. FEDERALISM:
Heitman
(Campbell, J. concurs in tlie judgment
Heitman v. State, 815 S.W.2d 681 only, believing the instant inventory
(Tex.Cr.App.l99l)(iiivolved tlie search violated the Fourth Amendmneot)
of a locked brief case in Heitman's front
(Coocuning opinion by Clinton, J.)
seat) held the Texas Coostitution may
afford greater protection than its federal The co~iclusionthat Art. I, sec. 9 procounterpart. The Heitman Court con- tects "a privacy interest in closed concluded Texas was not bonnd by SCt tainers which is 1101 overcome by the
interpretations of the Federal general policy consideratioos under
Constitution when aoalyziug aod inter- lyiog an inventory," that sec. 9 provides
pretiog sioiilar provisions of our "greater protection thao the Fourth
Conslitution. The Federal Constitution Amendment in the coutexl of inventois the floor for basic freedoms and the ries," and that the functions of which
State Constitution is the ceiling. See: "can be satisfied by recording the exisTravlur v State. 596 So.2d 9 5 7 tence of and describing and/or pho(Fla.1992); Stewart G. Pollock, State tographing the closed or locked containConstilutioos as Separate Sources of ers may ultimately he right. But other
Fundamental Rights, 35 Rutgers L. Rev. consideratioos and much more analysis
707 (1983).
is necessary, therefore he joined only in
Several states have decided their con- thejudgment of the Court.
stitutioos provides greater protection for
their citizeus than the Fourth
(Coucurriog opioion by Maloney, J.,
Amendment. See: State v. Daniel, 589 joioed by Meyers, J.) Concurs in the
P.2d 408 (Alaska 1979); State v. Ault, result, believing existing U S . SCt
724 P.2d 545 (Ariz. 1986); People v. precedent makes clear the Fourth
Brisedine, 531 P.2d 1099 (Cal. 1975); Amendment was violated in this case,
People v. Hillman, 531 1272 (Colo. Flosdia v. Wells, 495 U.S. 1 110 S.Ct.
1992); State v. Oguendo, 613 A.2d 1632, 109 L.Ed.2d 1 (1990), tlie~eforeit
1300, (Cono. 1992); State v. Kaluna, was not necessary to address the Texas
P.2d 51 (Haw..1974); State v. Guzmao, Constitulio~iissue.
842 P.2d 660 (Idaho 1992); W
Panns,523 So. 1293 (La.1988);
(Dissenting opinion by McCormick,
Brown, 755 P.2d 1364 (mont. 1988); P.J., joiued by White, J.) Thinks the
State v. Pellicci, 580 A.2d 7 1 0 plurality exercised judicial activism,
(N.H.1990); State v. Hempels, 576 A.2d failed to exel-cise restraint, and ignored
793 (N.J.1990); People v. Johnson, liistosical precedents.

a

Harrell, No. 1232-92

(Opinion by Maloney, J. Concurring
opinion by Clinton, J., joined by
McCor~uickP.J. White, J. dissents)

HOLDING:
The standard of proof for admission
of e x t r a n e o u s offenses is proof
beyond a reasonable doubt.
Engagiug in organized criminal activity. The state int~oduccda ledger showing drug transactions for February and
March of an undetennined year. An
officer testified the year was 1986
because the prices in tlie ledger were
"1986 prices." There were ooly first
names in the ledger and some of the
first names matched Appellant and coDefendants but many did not.
Appellant's 401, 402 and 404(a) and (a)
objections were overruled. CA affimied
holding Texas no longer requires a clear
showing of extraneous offenses hefom
they are admissible; that proof by a preponderance of evideuce is the standard
of proof. CCA reversed CA.

1. EXTRANEOUS OFFENSES:
Standard of Proof
Rule 104(b), Federal Rule of
Criminal Evidence, uses the preponderaoce standard for admission of extraneous offenses. Hnddlestoo v. United
States, 485 U S . 681 (1988). Texas has
a long history of iostrnctiog juries they
cannot consider an extraneous offense
uoless (1) they believed beyond a reasouable doubt (2) that the Defendant
comoiitted the offense. The standard of
adiiiissiol~of an extraueous was not tlie
same. McCann v. State, 606 S.W.2d
897, 901 (Tex.Cr.App. [Panel Op.1
1980) stated an extraoeons offense is
admissible if there was a clear showing
that (I) the extraneous was olaterial is., goiug to an element of the offense,
(2) the Accused participated in the
extraneous transaction, and (3) the relevancy outweighs the inflammatory
potential. This standard of ad~nissibility
became kiiowii as tlie "clear proof"
standard but the meaning of "clear
proof' was never clarified. Presumably,
the standard of admissibility and the
jury instruction were intended to mirror
one anothel- hence the standard for
VOLUME 23 NUMBER 9 NOVEMBER94 VOICE

admissibility is proof beyond a reasonable doubt.

Aguilar, No. 0427-93
(Tex.Cr.App. 9-21-94)
(Opinion by Meyers, J. Concurring
opinio~~
by Clinton, J., joined by Baird
and Overstreet. J.J. McCormick, J.P.
concurs with a note)

HOLDING:
The present opinion of a witness doesr
not meet the definition of hearsay
because it is not a statement "othe
than one made by the declarant while
testifying at trial or hearing."

by Campbell, J., joined by McCormick,
P.J., White andMeyers, J.J.)

HOLDING:
T h i r d p a r t y consent to s e a r c h
Appellant's
home given b y
Appellant's uncle - a district judge
- was not valid under the apparent
authority doctrine, exigent circumstances, o r the inevitable discovery
doctrine.
Capital murder - death. Reversed.
Kidnapping was the aggravating elemeat.

I. SEARCH:
Consent
Appellant was a suspect in a capital
Delivery of heroin and delivery of murder case. The police went to his
cocaine. The drugs were tested by a home aod peered through the windows,
Bexar County Medical Examiner's toxi- checking for unlocked doors. It was
cologist. The "testifying" toxicologist apparent Appellant was not home. The
did not perform all the tests and was police asked a lawyer relative of
pemitted to testify over lack of "per- Appellant's for consent to search
sonal knowledge" objections that the Appellant's home. He told them he
substances were heroin and cocaine. didn't have such authority. Appellant's
The CA reversed at 850 S.W.2d 640 uncle was a dishict judge in a neigh(Tex.App.-San Antonio 1993) holding boring town. The judge and
the testimouy was hearsay under Gdez Appellant's lawyer uncle broke into
Texas, 839
S.W.2d
798 Appellant's home and stated there was
(Tex.Cr.App.1990). CCA reversed and evidence of a "violent act" in the
home. They repo~tedthis to the police.
remanded to CA.
The police asked the judge uncle for
consent to search Appellant's home
1. HEARSAY OBJECTION:
and he replied, "Yes, you need to get
Lack of Personal Knowledge
Appellant's trial objection was direct- i n there." The police searched
ed at the witness's expat opinion and Appellant's house without getting a
not at testimony taken from lab reports walrant. They found the house in disarp~zparedby subordinates. The present ray, blood was spattered in several
opinion of a wltness does not meet the places, and they found the victim's
definition of hearsay because it is not, body in the trunk of a car in the garage.
and never can he, a statement "other The police remained in the house for
than one made by the declarant while several horns gathering evidence. They
testifying at trial or hearing." Rule retuined the following day - again
801(d) Tex.R.Crim.Evid. The admission without a warrant. Based in part upon
of his testimony is not affected, even the evidence gathered at the house, the
though he relies upon information of police got an arrest warrant for
which he has no personal knowledge, Appellant. Appellant confessed after
unless the court detemines that he does he was arrested.
The officers testified they did not ask
not have a suffrcieut basis for his opinthe judge uncle if he had authority to
ion. Rule 705(c) Tex,R.Crim.Evid.
seamh Appellant's home, nor did he ask
the judge to sign a consent-to-search
fonn. The judge testified he did not
Brimage, No. 70,105
have permission to enter the house him(Tex.Cr.App. 9-21-94)
self, much less grant consent for a
Opinion by Clinton, J. Concurring police search. He admitted Appellant
and dissenting opinion by Miller, J., would probably have objected to his
joined by Baird, J. Dissenting opinion breaking into his house, hut that he
VOICE VOLUME 23 NUMBER 9 NOVEMBER94
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would have gone into the house whether
they objected or not.
Consent semches aue an exception to
the warrant and probable cause reqoiremeots of the Fourth Amendment.
Schneckloth v. United States, 412 US.
218, 93 S.Ct. 2041, 36 L.Ed.2d 854
(1973); United States v. Matlock, 415
US. 164, 94 S.Ct. 988.39 L.Ed2d 242
(1974); Becknell v. State, 720 S.W.2d
526 (Tex.Cr.App.1986); S h a q v. State,
707 S.W.2d 61 1 (Tex.Cr.App.1986).
A third paay may give cooseat if that
person has "common authoiity over or
other sufficient relationship to the
premises or effects sought to be inspected." "Common authority" has been
defined as the "mutual use of property
by persons generally having joint access
or conuol for most purposes." Matiock
at n. 7. Becknell stated a third party
must have equal control and equal use
of the premises searched before a third
party consent is valid.
Heie, the judge uncle did not have
any financial interest in Appellant's
home; did not keep any personal property there and had never spent a night
there. Appellant's father, the owner of
the home, stated the judge had neither
control over nor access to the home;
that Appellant was the only person with
a key and the only person with permission to use the house. Under these facts,
the judge had no "common authority"
over the property, hence did not have
authority to consent to the search.

2. SEARCH:
Consent - Apparent Authority
Doctrine
authority doctrine was
The avoarent
..
adopted in Illinois v. Rodrieuez, 497
U.S. 177, 110 S.Ct. 2793, 111 L.Ed.2d
148 (1990) w h e ~ eDefendant's girl
friend gave the police consent to
search his apartment. She referred to
as "ours," told the offithe apa~t~nent
cels she had clothes and other possessions inside, opened the door with a
key and gave consent to search. In
truth, she no longer lived there, was
not paying the rent, was not authaized
to have a key, and was not permitted
the enter the apartment unless the
Defendant was there. A warrantless
search pulsuant to third party consent
is valid if "the facts available to the
officer at the moment [would] warrant
a mau of reasonable caution in the

belief that the consenting party had
authority over the premises." Id. U S
at 188, S.Ct. at 2801, L.Ed.2d at 161.
The CCA discussed the apparent
authority doctrine in McNairy v. State,
835 S.W.2d 101 (Tex.Cr.App.l991) and
stated that should "ambiguous circumstances" arise which cast doubt on the
effectiveness of the consent or the
extent of the consent given, the officers
"must stop and make inquires as to the
continued effectiveness of the consent."
Here, before the search can be justified
under the apparent authority doctrine,
the facts most show the searching officers acted reasonably in relying on the
judge's apparent autl~orityto consent to
its search. This is not the case. Under
these facts, no person could rasonably
believe the judge had authority to consent to the search.

3. SEARCH:
Exigent Circumstances
"The Fou~thAmendment does not bar
police officers from making warrantless
entries and searches when they reasonably believe that a person within is in
need of immediate aid." Mincey v.
Arizona,437 U.S. 385, 392, 98 S.Ct.
2408. 2413, 57 L.Ed.2d 290, 300
(1978); Janicek v. State, 634 S.W.2d
687, (Tex.Cr.App.1982); Brav v. State,
597 S.W.2d 763 (Tex. Cr.App.1980).
To justify a search under the emergency
doctrine, the state must show (I) the
officers had probable cause to search,
and (2) obtaining a search warrant was
impractical because the officers reasonably believed there was an immediate
need to act to preserve life or prevent
supra,
serious bodily injury.
B I-own v. State, 481 S.W.2d 106
(Tex.Cr.App. 1972). The state does not
have to pl-ove an actual emergency but
need only prove they reasonably
believed thel-e was an emergency. Hel-e,
tlie facts do not indicate an emergency.

w,

4. SEARCH:
Inevitable Discovery Doctrine
Nix v. Williams, 467 U S . 431,
104 S.Ct. 2501, 81 L.Ed.2d 377 (1984)
is an exception to the federal exclusionary rule. Evidence obtained through an
illegal search is admissible when the
state shows by a preponderance of the
evidence the evidence inevitably would
have been discovered by lawful means.
Garcia v. State, 829 S.W.2d 796, 800

(Tex.Cr.App.l992)(plurality opinion)
held the inevitable discovery doctrine
was inapplicable to Art. 38.23 CCP.
This issue, moreover, was not developed in the trial court.
Jarrett, No. 71,923 (Tex.Cr.App.

9-21-94)
(Opinion by Baird, J. White, J. concurs in the result. Dissenting opinion by
McCorniick, P.J.)

HOLDING:
Appellant Counsel has the duty to
inform an appellant of his right to file
a petition for discretionary review.
11.07 writ remanded for an evidentiary hearing on Applicant's claim of
ineffective assistance of counsel on
appeal.

I.APPELLATE COUNSEL:
Duty to Advise of PDR
Appellate counsel has a duty to notify the appellant of the actions of tlie
appellate court and to consult with and
fully advise the appellate of the meaning and effect of the opinion of the
appellate court. Counsel has no obligation to file a petition for discretionary
review, but does have the duty to
advise the appellant of the possibility
of review by tlie CCA as well as
expressing his professional judgment
as to the possible grounds for review
and their merit and delineating the
advantages and disadvantages of any
further review.
(Dissenting opinion by McCormick,
P.J.): would hold Applicant has no right
to appointed counsel after the CA disposes of the case, therefore he could oot
have been deprived of effective assistance of counsel.

Batiste, No. 1148-92
L

(Opinion by Clinton, J. Dissenting
opinion by Baird, J., joined by
Overstreet and Maloney, J.J.)

HOLDING:
Defense Counsel's failure to assert
Batson e r r o r is not p e r s e exempt
from Strickland's "prejudice prong.
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BMV. Appellant claims his trial
counsel was ineffective for failure to
preserve Batson error and the trial c o u ~ t
denied him tlie means to perfect this
claim for appeal. CA affirmed at 834
S.W.2d 460 (Tex.App.-Houston [14tli]
1992) holding the record was sufficient
to show Appellant could not meet the
"prejudice" prong of Strickland and
Hernandez. CCA affirmed t h e CA,
holding prejudice is not presumed
under Strickland wlien dealing with
Batson violations.

I. JURY VOlR DIRI:
Batson -Strickland Standard
Appellant's MNT claimed ineffective
assistance of counsel for failure to preserve Batson error. The trial court
denied a hearing, thus Appellant was
denied the chance to prove venire members were stluck in violation of Batsoll.
CA concluded trial counsel was ineffective but held there was no reasonable
probability the result would had been
different wit11 African Americans on the
jury. Appellant contends the "prejudice"
prong of Strickland should not be
applicable to Batson error.
Batson v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 79, 106
S.Ct. 1712, 90 L.Ed.2d 69 (1986) held
the use of peremptory challenges to
exclude African Americans injured the
Defendant, the venire members and the
entire community. Post-Batson cases
de-emphasized the Defendant's h a m by
eniphasizing equal protection claims of
excluded venire members. Powers v.
Ohio, 499 U.S. 400, 111 S.Ct. 1363,
113 L.Ed.2d 411 (1991). This does not
mean the SCt has lost sight of the essential holding of Batsoa, that racial discrin~inationagainst a venire member
violates the equal protection rights of
the same-race Defendant who is on trial.
But tlie Sct has never articulated why
this equal protection violation impugns
the validity of an otlierwise enor-free
criminal cooviction. If we accept at face
value the Powers language that "race
cannot be a proxy for determining juror
bias or competency," then we must
assume a jury from which minorities
have been excused is capable of rendering a fair verdict.
In C h a ~ m a nv.Califomia, 386 U.S.
18, 8 7 S.Ct. 824, 17 L.Ed.2d 705
(1967), the SCt refused to hold "all
Federal constitutional errors, regardless of the facts and circunistances,
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must always be deemed harmful" that
some may be "deented harmless." The
SCt has never addressed the question
whether Elatson error is subject to
Chapman's harmless error analysis.
The methodology for applying
Chapman is to categorize the constitutional violation as "trial error" or
"structural defect." The Chaoman test
applies to most "trial errors" but does
not apply to "structural defects in the
constitution of the trial mechanism"
such as exclusion of minorities from
grand juries. Given this reasoning, the
CCA decided Batson error is not
amenable to a Chaoman harmless
error analysis.
Whether the SCt would hold that
Defense Counsel's failure to assert
Batson error is not subject to the "prejudice" prong is a different question.
Appellant contends aBatson violation is
a "stmctural" defect, and counsel's failure to preserve enor should he exempt
from Strickland's "prejudice" prong.
The CCA refused to maka such a per
se holding.
(Dissenting opinion by Baird, J.,
joined by Overstreet and Maloney,
J.J.) Edmn error involves h a m to
the excluded venire member, the
Defendant, and the integrity of the
criminal justice system. This is closely akin to types of error where prejudice is presumed. s-'
reasoning that it i s unfair to evaluate
trial strategy by hindsight is not
applicable to failure to preserve
Batson error. Prejudice should he
presumed under Strickland when
dealing with
violations.

Leos, No. 359-93 (Tex.Cr.A~p.9(Opinion by Maloney, J. McCornlick,
P.J., Can~phelland White J.J., dissent)

HOLDING:
(1) Voice identification is a predicate
to admission of audio recordings and
(2) Rule 905 supersedes the Edwards
predicate.
Possession of marijuana 50-200
pounds. CA affirmed at 847 S.W.2d 665
(Tex.App.-Texarkana 1993). A tape
recording, nearly incomprehensible,
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was admitted over objection. PDR was
granted to determine (1) if the CA en&
in failing to apply the Edwards v. State,
551 S.W.2d 731 (Tex.Cr.App. 1977)
pre-iules test to the authentication of a
tape recording and (2) if the CA emd in
its harmless error analysis. CCA
reversed the C k

I. TAPE RECORDING:
Predicate for Admission
RULE:

m-m
The state int~odiiceda nea~lyincomprehensible tape of a drug transaction
between Appellant and an undercover
officer. They emphasized the tape in
arguments and asked the jury to rely on
it during deliberations. Appellant
objected because all the voices could
not be identified. The state identified
two officers arid their informalits hut
could not identify Appellanrs or the coconspi~ato~s'
voices. The CA held voice
identification was lequired as a predicate for admission of a tape under Rule
905(5) Tex.R. Crim.P.; that the trial
court erred by admitting the tape; but
the emor was hamless.
The Edwards test: (1) the recording
devise was capable of taking testimony;
(2) the operator was competent; (3)
establish the authenticity and correctness of the recording; (4) show no
changes, deletions or additions have
been made; (53 show the manner of preserving the tape; (6) identify the speakers; and (7) show the testimony was
volunta~ywithout any kind of inducement. Stapleton v. State, 868 S.W.2d
781 ,786 (Tex.Cr.App. 1993) held the
Rules of C~iminalEvidence supersede
Edwards therefore the CA did not err if
Failing to apply M.

2. HARMLESS ERROR:
Analysis
RULE APPELLATE:
81@)(2)
Harlis v. State, 790 S.W.2d 568
(Tex.Cr.App.) held a reviewing court
should consider several factors in a
harmless error analysis, including (1)
the extent the state emphasized the
emr, (2) the piobable jury impact, and
(3) the likelihood the state would repeat
the error if it is held harmless. Hetq the
CA focused solely on the "overwhelining evidelice" test set out in && and
erred by ignoring these three facton.

-
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Bignd, No. 473-93
9-14-94)

ex.&^^^.

(Opinipn by Miller, J. White, J.
dissents. Concurring opinion by
Maloney, J. Dissenting opinion by
McCormick, P.J.)

HOLDING:
The lesser included offense of theft
should have heen submitted in this
aggravated robbery ease.
Aggravated robbev. CA affirmed at
852 S.W.2d 683 (Tex.App.-Houston
[14thl 1993). PDR was granfed to determine if the CA erred in holding
Appellant was not entitled to a lesser
included instruction on theft.
I. LESSER INCLUDED OFFENSE:
Test
Rousseau v. State, 855 S.W.2d 666
(Tex.Cr.App.1993) refined the
test used to determine when a
lesser included offense should be submitted to the jury. (1) the lesser
included must be included within the
proof necessary to establish the
charged offense, and (2) sQme evidence must exist that would pelmit
the jiiry to find the Accused guilty of
only the lesser offense.
Theft is a lesser included offense of
aggravated robbery. Using a gun elevates theft to aggravated robbery.
Here, the victim testified a gun was
pulled. This was denied by Appellant
and his three eompanions. No weapons
were found at the store and when
Appellant was stopped in a car forty
minutes after the theft, no weapons
were found. This evidence is sufficient
to have the lessel included offense of
theft submitted to the jury.
(Dissenting opinio~iby McCormick,
P.J.) Would affiim under Ramos v. Stake,
865 S.W.2d 463 (Tex.Cr.App.1993)
which held evidence should not be
plucked from the record and examined in
a vacuum in a lesser included offense
analysis.

COMMENT:
This dissent indicates the membe~s
of the CCA are getting a bit testy. It
began with the refrain "Pluckl Pluck!
Pluck! Pluck!" I got the distinct

creative activity o f ' law enforcement
unless the Accused had a predisposition
to commit the offense. This opinion
and the concurring opinions discussed
the "subjective" and "objective" tests.
England, No. 762-93 (Tex.Cr.App. The "subjective" test focuses on the
9-14-94)
p~zdispositionof the Accused and the
''objective" test focuses on the conduct
(Opiniou by Clinton, J. Dissenting of the police.
opinion by Maloney, J., joined by
Initially the CCA held Texas adoptr Overst~eet,J.J.)
ed the "objective" test by enacfi~lg
Miller, Baird and
section 8.06 of the Penal Code. The
HOLDING:
objective test means once it is deter(1) T h e e n t r a p m e n t defense is a mined the Accused was induced, the
mixed standa d including both sub- only issue was the "nature of the
jective and objcctive elements and (2) police activity involved, without refextraneous offenses are admissible to erence to the predisposition of the
show the Accused was not subjective particular defendant." Rodriwez v.
&&, 662 S.W.2d 3 5 2 (Tex.Cr.
induced into couunitting the offense.
App.1984). The hallmark o f the
Delivery of LSD. Appellant claimed objective test is the hypothetical perentrapment. The state introduced extra- son - was the persuasion used by
neous offenses. CA reversed at 856 law enforcement such as to cause an
S.W.2d 544 (Tex.App.-Houston [lst] ordinary law abiding person of aver1993), holding evidence of extraneous age resistance to commit the offense.
miswnduct is not admissible because But a re-examination of the case law
predisposition is not an issue in the leads to the conclusion that 8.06 codientrapment defense. PDR granted to fied a mixed snbjectivelobjective test
dete~minewhether the extlaneaus trans- for entlnpment.
actions between Appellant and the inforEvidence is relevant if it has any tenmant were admissible to ~ e b uentrapt
dency to make the existence of any fact
ment. CCA reversed the CA.
that is of consequence to the determination of the action more probable or less
1. ENTRAPMENT:
probable than it would be without the
Extraneous Offenses
evidence. Rule 401 Tex.R.Cr.Evid.
Appellant worked with an informant. W h e l ~enttapment is an issue, whether
He bmgged about the money he made in the Accused was inducted by law
the drng business. Appellant testified he enforcement (the subjective test) or
quit his job because the informant "kept whether law enforcement used pelsuabothering" him about getting dtugs. sion or other means likely to cause a
After he quit, Appellant claimed the law abiding pelson to c o ~ n m i tthe
informant kept calling him to buy dmgs, offense (the objective test) ate both relsometimes calling as often as ten to fif- evant under Rule 401.
teen times a day. Finally Appellant
In summary (1) the entrapment
arranged a LSD sale for the informant. defense is a mixed standad including
In its case in chief, the state was permit- both subjective and objective elements
ted to prove up, over objections, two and (2) evidence of "other crimes,
earlier smaller t~ansactionsarranged by wrongs,or acts" is admissible to show
the informant. The CA ~eversed,~elying Appellant was not subjectively induced
upon Bush v. State, 61 1 S.W.2d 428 into committing this offense.
(Tex.Cr.App.1980). holding section
8.06 of the Penal Code embodies an
(Dissenting opinion by Maloney, J.,
objective test for entrapment and predis- joiued by Miller, Baird and Overstreet,
position to commit the offense is not at 1.J.) Evidence of Appellant's p ~ i o r
issue, therefore the trial court erred in drug sales is not relevant as it shows
only character conformity. This is proadmitting the two ea~liertransactions.
Sorrells v. United States, 287 U.S. hibited by Rule 404(b) and
435, 53 S.Ct. 210, 77 L.Ed.2d 413 Montpome~yv. State, 810 S.W.2d 372
(1932) prohibited prosecution for (Tex.Cr.App. 1991). The Accused's
offenses which were "the product of predisposition to commit an offense,
impression the "pl" in pluck was
intended to be pronounced the same as
the "ph" in "phone."
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as evidenced by other crimes, is irrelevant to the entrapment defense. The
Texas Legislature intended the elltrapment defense to be an objective standard and it is not the Courts job to
change this.

Hill v. Pirtle, No. 71,596
(Tex.Cr.App. 9-14-94)
(Opinion by White, J. Clinton, 1.
dissents with a note. Miller, .I.
dissents
with a note. Concurring opinion by
Maloney, J. Concurring opinion by
Meyers, J. Dissenting opinion by
Baird, 1. joined by Overstreet, 1.
Dissenting opinion by Overstreet, J.
joined by Baird, I.)

HOLDING:
Mandamus i s available when a party
has no other adequate remedy and
has a clear legal right to the relief
sought.
Mandamus. The Potter Connty district attorney sought a mandamus
di~ectinga district judge to vacate an
order prohibiting two assistant attorneys general from serving as assistant
district attorneys ill a nursing home
prosecution. The attomey general had
ea~lierfiled a civil action against the
nursing home, seeking civil penalties
and injunctive relief. After a criminal
indictment, two assistant attorneys general, who were not involved in the
pending civil litigation, were sworn in
as assistant district attorneys for the
251s District court. Writ conditionally
granted.

I.MANDAMUS
Article V., section 5 of the Texas
Constitution empowers the CCA to
issue writs of mandamus in all criminal matteis. Mandamus is available
only when a party has no other adequate remedy and has a clear legal
right to the relief sought. One may
demonstrate a clear legal right to relief
if an off~cial'snomiually disc~etionary
act actually constituted an abuse of
discretion. See: Buntion v. Harmon,
827 S.W.2d 945 (Tex.Cr.App.1992).
Here, relator bas no other adequate
remedy and the only question is
whether relator has a clear legal light
to have respondent vacate his order.
VOLUME 23 NUMBER 9 NOVEMBER 94 VOICE
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Respondent contends the two assistant attorneys general have a conflict of
interest since their office has simultaneous civil litigation pending against the
same parties in the indictment. A trial
cou~tmay not disqualify a district attorney or his staff for a conflict of interest
that does not rise to the level of a due
process violation. Here, the real parties
in interest have not claimed a due
process violation.
Respondent contends the appointment violated the separation of powers
doctrine of Article 2, section 1 on the
Texas Constitution. A violatioo occurs
when one branch of government
assumes power delegated to another
hranch 01 when one branch of government unduly interferes with another.
Here, so l m g as lelator assumes control over the prosecution, the plosecutorial power remains in the hands of
the judicial branch. Thus relator has a
clear legal right to the vacation of
respondent's order.
(Concurring opinion by Maloney, J.)
Nothing prohibits a district attorney
from seeking the assistance of the attarney general. The separation of powers
problem was apparently avoided by
deputizing the assistant attorneys general as assistant district attoineys.
(Concurring opinion by Meyers, J.)
The plurality should have emphasized
traditional rules for mandamus do not
apply any longer. There is a profound
change whereby the key inquiry is
whether the relator has "a clear right to
relief," and not whether mpondent has
a "ministerial duty" or "lacks legal
aurhority." See: Healey v. McMeans,
No. 7 1,7 15 (Tex.Cr.App., delivered
Apiil 13, 1994) which held mandamns
was available when one has no other
adequate remedy and has a clear right to
the relief sought. A clear legal right may
he demonstrated if the official's nomnally discletiooa~yact actually constltuted an abuse of discretion. See also:
Buntion v. Harmon, 827 S.W.2d 945
(Tex.Cr.App.1992). Currv v. Wilson,
853 S.W.2d 40 (Tex.Cr.App.1993).
authorizes ieview by mandamus
of disc~~tionaty
decisions by trial court
judges and thus concurs in the plurality's decision because the respondent
erred by prohibiting AGs fioni serving
as proseci~tors.
VOICE VOLUME23 NUMBER 8 NOVEMBER SIZ

(Dissenting opinion by Baird, 1.
joined by Overstreet, J.). States the
plurality expands mandanius relief to
cover discretionaxy acts. The plurality should recognize previous mandamus decisions and provide an indepth analysis and justification for
departing from those decisions. The
appointment cannot he justified as
they are not special prosecutors or
DA employees. They are independent prosecutors because the elected
DA surrendered control of this case
to the AG's office. The trial judge's
decision to authorized the appointment is a discretionary act where
mandamus will not lie. The trial
judge, moreover, did not abuse his
discretion in finding there was a conflict of interest. An abuse of discretion is a decision by a trial judge "so
clearly wrong as to lie outside the
zone within which reasonable persons might disagree." Cantu v. State,
842 S.W.2d 667 (Tex.Cr.App.1992).
This is an instance where reasonable
people could disagree, thus no abuse
of discretion.

ion). l
&
was subsequently overruled in Fortune,745 S.W.2d
354,370
(Tex.Cr.App.l988). Applicant's writ
claims the two offenses were imploperly joined in the same indictment. Relief
grznted.

I. INDICTMENT:
Multiple Counts
A single indictment alleged two
counts of attempted murder. On
direct appeal the CCA held it was
error to join both offenses in a single
uidictment hut error was waived by
failure to object to the misjoinder. FA
parte Siller, 686 S.W.2d 617
(Tex.Cr.App. l885), handed down the
same day as Drake, held it was fundamental error for the state to get
two convictions for non-property
offenses in a single indictment.
Forture v. State, 745 S.W.2d 364
(Tex.Cr.App. 1988) recognized the
error in Drake was the same as that
in
and held any conviction in
excess of one per indictment would
he void. Since the additional convictions are void, a Defendant is not
(Dissenting opinion by Overstreet, 1. required to object at trial because a
joined by Baird, J.) States there appears void conviction is challengeable at
to he a conflict of interest where the AG any stage of the ptoceedings.
performs civil and criminal duties
involving the same party. Mandanuts is 2. POST CONVICTION WRITS:
a drastic remedy and there was no Misjoinder of Multiple Offenses
Ex parte Pena, 820 S.W. 2d 806, 807
showing the trial judge violated any
ininiste~ialduty. The judge acted under n.2 (Tex.Cr.App.1991) held that multihis judicial duty, hence mandamus is ple convictions resulting in from misjoinder of two non-property offenses is
not warranted.
an indictment may he challenged on
habeas co~pl~s.

Drake, No. 71,777 (Tex.C~.App.
9-14-94)
(Opinion by Baird, J. Meyers, J. dissents. Concuning opinion by Clinton,
J. joined by White, J. Dissenting opinion by McCo~mick,P.J.)

HOLDING:
Multiple ronvictions resulting from
misjoinder of two non-property
offenses may be challenged by post
convfction habeas.
11.07 writ. Applicant was couvicted for two counts of attempted tnurder. The sentences were stacked. The
case was affirmed at 686 S.W.2d 935
(Tex.Cr.App.l985f(pl1t1alityopiii-
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3. POST CONVICTION WRITS:
lrsues Litigated 011Direct Appeal
Habeas is genaally not used to re-litigate mattas addressed on direct appeal.
A previously litigated issue may be the
subject of a collateral attack where the
p ~ i o rjudgment is rendered void or a
change in law is applied retroactively.
See: Ex parte Schuessler, 846 S.W.2d
850 (Tex.Cr.App.1993).
(Concurriug opinion by Clinton, 1.)
Feels the majority does not adequately
address the state's claim that relief
should not he granted because the
"writ" issues wele raised and rejected
on direct appeal. In the past, the CCA
invoked the law of the case doctrine and

DWI Law Changes:
A Client Handout

I. INTRODUCTION:
IT CAN HAPPEN TO ANYONE!

I

t's Friday, about 10:30
p.m., and you're driving home from a
business dinner with your
employer. The pasta dinner
was enjoyable and you had
two beers - the first just
prior to dinner and the second immediately before
leaving the restaurant.
You're tired and relaxed, as
you started the day some
eighteen hours earlier at
6:00 a.m. You think back
on the boss' instructions
for Monday's assignment
as you simultaneously
think about how the
smoked-filled dining room
irritated your eyes. Having
no eye drops, you wish to
get home quickly to
remove your contact lenses. Traffic is nonexistent to
light, and you drive a little
faster than normal just to
get home.

Strobing flashes of red and blue
lights begin to reflect in your eyes
from the rearview mirror. You turn
uy J. Gary Trithter
your head and shoulders to the right
ind look out the rear window to determine the flashing light source. As you
do this, your car drifts ever so slightly
onto the right shoulder stripe. You
focus and discover it's a police car on
your rear bumper - any closer and it
would he in your trunk.
Confusion takes hold within and you
ask yourself "does he want me to stop
or does he want to go around me?"'
Thirty seconds pass and it becomes
obvious that the answer is "he wants
me to stop," so you pull off to the right
shoulder and park. You're nervous and
apprehensive as you ask yourself, "am
I going to get a speeding ticket?"
The marked patrol car pulls in
directly behind your car and stops.
You see two uniformed officers iu it.
The officerldriver exits his car, leaving on his flashing emergency lights.
He walks up to you and says, "sir,
dy Michael Peiia
would you please step out of the car."
Being park& on the slanted shoulder, that was graded away from the road for
drainage, gravity necessitates that you lean somewhat into the door to swing it
open. Since your car is positioned at a slight angle, you use the door for support
while stepping out. You see the other officer, who had been riding as a passenger
in the patrol car, has also exited and has taken a position at the right rear of your
automobile. You also see that another pat101 car, with two other officers, is pulling
in behind the first police car.
Now that you are out, the first officer purposefully stands directly in front of you
- about two feet from your face. He requests your driver's license and proof of
insurance. You immediately produce your license hut fumble somewhat in your
wallet trying to find your insurance card. Still nervous and concerned about the
probable speeding citation, you tell the officer, "I believe it's in the glovebox" and
ask, "may I look f o ~
it?"
To your surp~isethe officer ~espondswith "sir, have you been drinking?" His
voice and actions appear to be mechanical like the movie ~haraeterRobocop, Your

1

earlier nervousness has uow changed to fear, and you think
"can he i-eally suspect I'm intoxicated?" Believing t~uthis the
best policy, you say "Yes, I had two driuks at dinner."
The third and fourth officers from the second patrol cal
are now standing with the second officer. They are aIl
watching you and one even smiles in such a way that it
appears that he is enjoying your plight. The first officer theu
directs you to step in their direction for the purpose of having you to perfo~msome field sobriety exercises to prove
you'le not intoxicated. He says he will first demonstrate the
exercises, and then you'll be given the opportunity to do
them. Fear increases, and the butterflies in your stomach
have now turned into screaming eagles.
Responding to the officer's statement, you ask, "why? I'm
not drunk!" Sensing a challenge to his authority, officer
Robocop's tone and attitude change from polite and mechanical to forceful and aggressive as he becomes a no-nonsense
clone of General George Patton. He tells you, "Sir, I believe
you are iutoxicated. I stopped you because you were travelling 40 mph in a 35 rnph zone. I noticed you wete slow to
stop and that you weaved out of your lane onto the shoulder
stripe. You also had difficulty getting out of your car and
finding your proof of insurance. Your eyes are bloodshot and
glassy and you have a strong odor of alcohol on your breath."
The officer then says, "Sir, are you going to do the exercises?" Being in this situation for the first tune and knowing you
are not a particularly coordinated person, you ask him two
things: fiwt, "what happens if I don't?"; and second, "can I
talk to a lawyer first?" He responds to both questions by stating, "If you don't do the exercises, and if you refuse to palticipate until yon speak to an attorney, you'll be mcsted for suspicion of DWI and will be taken to police headquarters for a
b~eathtest and videotaping."
You're astounded. "Impossible!" you think. "Can this he
happening to me? Can they do this? Are they treating me fair?
Can this be the United States of America? What are my
rights?" and more. importantly, "What should 1 do?" Standing
on the facts that you are not a c~iminal,that you are not d~unk,
and relying on the p~inciplethat as a citizen and a taxpayer,
you should not he treated this way, you nervoi~slytell tile officer "No!" Recalling the old cliche: 'Tm from the government
and I'm h e ~ eto help you" you go on to say "I'm not going to
do or say anything until I can speak to an attorney."
Officer Patton then milta~isticallystates to you, 'Sil; you
are under arrest for the offense of DWI. Turn around and
place your hands behind your back so I can handcuff them.
You're going to be brought to the station for a breath test and
to be videotaped. Should you pass the breath test and there
ate no other charges, you might be released. However, if the
result is .I0 or more, then you will be formally charged with
DW1 and placed in jail. If you refuse the breath test, you will
automatically lose your driving privileges for 90 days and be
charged with the offense of DWI. Fu~ther,the jury at your
trial will be infoxmed that you r&sed an opportunity to take a
breafh test because you thought you were too intoxicated to
pass it. Sir, you have the following lights under the Supreme
Cou~t'sdecision of M i n d n v. Aizona. You have the right
to remain silent, and anything you say can and may be used
against you in cou~t.You have theiight to have a lawyer present prior to and du~ingany questioning. If you can't afford a

lawyer and you want one, one will be appointed for you, and
you have the right to terminate this interview at any time."
Well, if you were not confused and frightened before,
you are now. F i ~ s t ,the officer tells you that you caunot
have a lawyer and now he expressly says you can. Second,
he says that if you do not do the exe~tisesyou are penalized
by being arrested and now he says you have a right to terminate any fnrther interview. You wonder, "How can I be
penalized for simply invokiug my rights?'and "What has
happened to America?"
Lastly, you ask yourself, as the officer handcuffs your right
hand to your left hand behind you, "Should I perform the
police field soh~ietyexercisw before the video recorder and
should I take a breath test when they get me to the station?'
and "Just what is .10 anyhow?"

II. GENERAL BACKGROUND
INFORMATION ON DWI
The above make-believe factual scenario is not too far
afield from many i-esl life ones wlwe nonintoxicated persons
are legitimately stopped for a traffic offeuse and thereafter
anested for DWI. Tbe truth is that a great number of innocent
people are arrested for suspicion of DWI. Of c a m e , the
mjority of those armted are guilty of DWI. However, this
"majority" fact p ~ v i d e absolutely
s
no solace for those arrested for DWI and who are not guilty - especially if one of those
persons is you.
If you have read this far, then it's a safe bet that you'd like
some general informatiou about DWI and answers to the
questions posed above. The following will attempt tado both.

1, What is DWI?
DWI is a criminal offense that says a person may not operate a motor vehicle in a public place while "intoxicated." The
DWI statute does not say "driving while drut~k."
2. What does"inloxicated" mean?
A person need not he diunk to be intoxicated, but a person
who is d~unkmust be intoxicated. Intoxicated is defined by
statute two ways, First, intoxicated means mt having the
normal use of mentnl M physical faculties by reason of the
introduction of alcohol, a controlled substance, a drug, a
dange~ousdrug, a combination of two or more of those substances, or any other substance into the body. Second, intoxicated means having an alcohol concentration of 0.10 or
more in the body.

3, Whore "normal mental and physical faculfies" are we judged by,
and "whot is normul?"
The "normal mental and physical faculties" the statute
refers to are those of the particular person who was arrested.
The term does not refer to the normal faculties of the arresting
officer, jurors in a DWI criminal trial, or a fictitious average
person. Indeed, the term "uornial" actually refers to a range of
measurement of the faculties of the person rurested. For
example, "normal" would not he a particular point on a
twelve-inch mler. Rather, it is bette~explained as the distance
between two particular points on the ruler - i.e., between the
thee-inch and nine-iuch marks.

@
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4. What is .I0 ulcohol toncentrution?

6. How nccurate and relinble ore the polite methods used to

determine alcohol conrentration?
Texas law provides that testing of alcohol concentrations
can be performed by aualysis of a DWI suspect's urine,
blood, or breath. However, all three of these testing methods
leave much to be desired.
Urine testing is the least accumte and least reliable means
of alcohol concentration testing. Indeed, there appears to be
no debate in scientific circles that this means of alcohol concentration testing is the least preferred testing method when
compared to blood and h ~ ~ atesting.
th
Blood testing, unlike that of urine testing, is thought by
the majority of forenssic scientists to be the most accurate
and reliable means of determining alcohol concentration.
However, from a police perspective, it is also thought to
b e the least desirable and least convenient method.
Further, also from a police pe~spectiveaud like tbe testing
of urine specimens, preservation of the speeimen taken by
the police provides an opportunity for the arrested person
to recheck and attack the accuracy and reliability of the
police test.
Breath testing, again fiom a police pe~spective,is the most
5. Is it .I0 or more when I drive or.10 or more ut the time I'm
convenient means of alcohol concentlation determination. In
tested, or both, that will make me guilty of DWI?
Our law only provides that it is a clime of DWI where a regard to the issues of accuracy and ieliability of breath testperson drives, and at that time, has an alcohol coucentntion ing, there appears to he great debate. Moreover, under cuiteot
of .I0 or mom in his body. It is not a
crime m have an procedures for breath testing in Texas, breath samples are not
alcohol concentratiot~o f . 10 in the body either befo~eor after preserved for subsequent checks of the initial test's validity.
one has driven. However, depending on the time the test is Indeed, for purposes of breath testing, if you are an innocent
made, such an alcohol concenhation &relevant to d e t e ~ pelson and yaur bleath test ~esultsshow you to he intoxicated,
mining if the person bad a .I0 or more alcohol concentration then the chances of showing error in the piosecution's case
against you are literally "gone with the wind."
when the actual driving occurred.
The timing of the particular test in question plesents a significant problem for both the p~osecutionand the defense of 7, How is breath testing done?
Police breath alcohol concentration testing in Texas is doue
persons charged with DWI because .I0 alcohol concentration
testing is hardly ever done at or immediately after driving. by an Intoxilyzer machine. Presently, there are two models in
Rather, it is generally the case that an alcohol concentration use, a model 401 IASA and a model 5000, with the latter
test is done approximately 45 minutes to 1 hour and 15 min- rapidly replacing the former. Ereatbalyze~sale not used.
The Intoxilyzer machiue, which costs approximately five
utos &driving. In such delayed testing, absent other iufor~natiouabout the number of alcoholic drinks consumed, the thousand dollars, is said to work on the basis of inftared light
type of drinks consumed, and knowledge of when the drinks absorption by alcohol detected i n a person's breath.
were consumed, it is scientifically imuossible to determine if According to its manufacturer and the Texas Depa~tmentof
the pelson was over, or more importantly for the innocent, Public Safety (DPS), which certifies and writes the tnles for
its use, the machine determines alcohol colicentlation by subunder a .10 alcohol concentration at the time of driving.
For example, let's change our ea~lietsceuario somewhat by tracting the amouut of light absorbed from the persou's breath
having the pelson finish his fou~thcocktail at 11:55 pm. He sample and theu campales that amount to the amount of light
leaves the smoke-filled restauraut at 1200 midnight for a five originally introduced into the bteath sample - the difference is
minute drive home. Traveling home, however, at 12:01 am he the test lesult.
is stopped by a police officer because the light over his
license tag has burned out. The officer, having obse~veda 8. What is the debute over the lntoxilyzer's reliobility and ucturoty?
Proponents of the intoxilyzer say the machine will only
fresh (strong) o d o ~of an alcoholic bevelage on his breath aud
his smoke reddened eyes, airests the person f o ~DWI and absorb alcohoi and nothing else. However, oppouents of the
transports him to the station house for an alcohol concentla- machine say that the Intoxilyzer often misreads other conltion test. The test is given at 12:30 am and its result is .lo. tuonly found substances in Iluman breath and erroneously
Here, depending on the timing of the person's earlier con- gives high leadings indicating that they are from alcohol.
Of particular import here are the following facts. First, the
sumption of alcoholic d~inks,it is s?gdy possible that earlier
at 1201 am, the person's alcohol concenhation was .05- i.e., DWI alcohol concentration law says a persou is intoxicated
not guilty, or .15 - is., guilty. In the final analysis on this when he has a .I0 in his breath, but, it does uot say .10 by
point, it may not have been a slnalt thing for our person to Intoxilyzer. This fact means that no judge or jury is either
have driven at all, but if he was the .05, he neither co~nmitted, requiled or obligated to believe an Intoxilyzer ~esultof .I0 or
more is acculate or reliable.
no1 would have conrmitted a DWI offense.

0.10 alcohol concentration is defined by statute as:
a. the number of grams of alcohol per 100 millilite~sof
blood;
b. the number of grams of alcohol per 210 liters of
breath; or,
c. the number of grams of alcohol per 67 milliliters of
urine.
Practically speaking, if you've beeu drinking, unless
you are a physicist, an engineer, or a chemist, and have a
calculator, you will be unable to determiue if you have an
alcohol concentration of .I0 or more. Further, it is of interest to note that the amount of alcohol in each of the above
statutorily defined concentratious is not eflual aud can
result in a person being innocent in one concentration hut
guilty in another. Moreover, under the statutory defiuition
of intoxication, it is also possible for a pelson to be innocent of being intoxicated because there is no loss of either
his normal mental or physical faculties bat still be guilty of
being intoxicated via .lo.
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Second, neither the manufacturer nor the DPS will allow .10 or more) require a lesser measure of intoxication than
anyone, other than law enforcement people, to test the does public intoxication [PI). A person is "intoxicated" for
machine's accuracy or reliability. It is generally undewtood purposes of PI when he is either a danger to himself or to
thnt for a procedtn~?to be accepted as accurate and reliable in otheis. In addition, by law, police officers must videotape
science, that it must be open and available for the scientific DWI suspects (only in counties with populations of 25,000 or
community to test and retest the procedure. This is not the more), and, also by law, pewon's holding drivers licenses
have conditionally pro-aeeed to take either a hreath or blood
case with the Intoxilyser.
Third, the manufacturer says it does not warrant the test upon request after their anmt for DWI. No such laws
Intoxilyzer to he fit for any particular purpose. This fact clear- exists for PI. Finally, the punishments for DWI, which are
ly is an implicit admission by the manufacturer that its discussed in the following section, and PI are different. PI is
machine is not even warranted as accurate and reliable for in the lowest category for criminal offenses, it is a Class C
hreath testing.
misdemeanor, which canies with it the possibility of a fine
Fourth, the Intoxilyzer is capable of hreath preservation but up to $500 - no incarceration may be assessed upon convicour DPS purposely fails to reqnk the breath specimens to be tion for this type misdemeanor.
saved. The cost of pmervation, if done, would be less than
$2.00 per test and would allow an oppmmnity for the person 10. What are the penalties for DWI?
chacged with DWI to check its acculacy, and if found to beinacDWI, depending on the number of prior convictions and
curate, attack the validity of the prosecutor's test. Indeed, it is when those con~ictionsoccurred, ean he either a misdegene~allyaccepted scientific fact that the retesting of pl.esewed meanor or a felony. For offenses committed on or after
breath specimens, which is done by a method known as gas September 1, 1994, the punishment scheme for intoxication
chromatography, is a more accnmc and relablemeans of hreath offenses ranges from a Class B misdemeanor to a second
alcohol concentration testing than that done by the Intoxilyzer.
degree felony. Chapter 49 of the Texas Penel Code codified
working design is premised the intoxication offenses with identical penalties fos driving,
Fifth and last, the Intoxilyzerer"s
on the assumption that evely person tmted is exactly averaee. flying and boating while intoxicated.
All persons are not exactly average. Human beings come in all
different sizes, weights, ages, rnuscle tones, lung capacities,
Generally speaking, the classification and penalties for
alcohol tole~ances,tempentum, hematocrit levels (amount of DWI are:
solids in the blood) and bloodlbreath ratios /the number of
times an item appeals in the blood vs, the number of times the
a) first offense: Class B misdemeanor with a fine not
same item appears in the breath). Automatic and undetected
to exceed $2,000 andlor confinement in jail from 3 to
error can he illustrated by simply having the person tested not
180 days, and a suspension of driver's license privileges from 90 to 365 days;
be merage. In this ~,egaxl,it should be noted that Intoxilyzer
assumes a hlwdhreath ratio of 2100:l (-is., 2100 parts of
b) second offense: Class A misdemeanor with a fme
not to exceed $4,000 andlor confinement in jail from
alcohol in the blood for wery 1 part of alcohol in the breath)
for evely person tested. Here, it should be noted that a majori15 days to 1 year, and a suspension of driver's license
privileges from 180 days to 2 years. Even if the senty of persons have a bloodheath ratio of 2100:l or greater.
Persons with a bloodlbseath ~atiohigher than 2100:l will ~ ~ o t tence is probated, punishment may still require not less
he prejndiced by Intoxityzer's assumption. However, persons's
than 72 hours of continuous confinement;
C) third offense (or mole): thi~d
degree felony with a
with a lower hlood/breath ratio will be prejudiced because the
fine not to exceed $10,000 andlor imprisonment in the
Intoxilyzer will emoneously read too high an alcdhol concem
institutional division for any term of not more than 10
hation iwolt and can cause a person who should test a .04, .05,
.06, etc. to actnally test out at .lo, .11, .12, etc. Of particular
years or less than 2 years, and suspension of driver's
license privileges from 180 days to 2 years. Even if the
impo~tancehere is the fact that scientists have documented
sentence is probated, punishment may still require not
persons with blood/brwth ratios as low as 110011.
This same type prejudice also occu~swhere the person testless than 10 days of continnous confinement ina jail:
d) with an open alcohol container (fiist offense): the
ed is not exactly average with lespect to other body functions:
minimum term of confinement isincreased to six days;
muscle development, temperature, hematocrit level, etc.
e) with an accident where serious bodilv injury
Moleover, since the machine was built by humans, serviced
occurred: The offense is known as intoxicatiod assault
by humans, and opemted by humans, it is subject to human
and classified as a third degree felony. The punishment
error just like all other machines.
includes a fine not to exceed $10,000, imprisonment in
The above facts conclusively demonstrate thnt the
Intoxilyzer, even if it is properly working and is b e i g p~operthe institutional division for any term of not more than
ly operated, because the pelson being tested is not precisely
10 years or less than 2 years. If the sentence is probated, punishment still ~equiresnot less than 30 days of
average, can label an innocent pason as guilty.
continuous confinement in jail:
9. Are crimes of DWI and public intoxication different, md if so,
f ) where a &&I
has occimed: The offense isknown as
intoxication manslauehter and classified as a Second
how?
Yes, they are very different. The sfatutory definitions of
Degree felony. The punishment includes a fine not to
exceed $10.000 andlor imprisonment in the institutionthe tarn "intoxicatcd" are not equal. The DWI intoxication
al division for any term of not more than 20 years or
definitions (loss of noma1 mental or physical faculties andlor

ety exercises and to refuse to answvel any questions which
might be incriminating. Unlike breath or blood test refusals,
the~eare no penalties for video ~efusals.

less than 2 years. If the sentence is probated, punishment still iquires a period of confinement of not less
than 120 days. Also, a suspension of driver's license
privileges from 90 to 365 days.

14. Muy a police officer use force on o person to make him take a
After September 1, 1994 a previous conviction of an
offense under the laws of another state that prohibit the operation of a motor vehicle while intoxicated can be used to
enhance the punishment for DWI under Texas law.
In all of the above penalty classifications, unless the particular pelson has previously been convicted of a felony, he will
he eligible to be considered for probation, but it is not guaranteed he will receive a probated sentence or that no jail time
will he served as a condition of pmbation.

11. Is a person required to take a breath, blood or urine test when
requested by a police officer?
Maybe. Our law deems that all persons who drive with
Texas licenses have already conditionally agreed, & their
ilL1m1, to take either a breath or blood test upon being poperly ~equestedto do so by a police afficer, This deemed consent
only arises where the person has driven in a public place.
"Public place" means any place to which the public or a substantial group of the public has access and includes, but is not
limited to, streets, highways, and the common areas of
schools, hospitals, apartment houses, office buildings, transport facilities, and shops. There is no such deemed consent, or
as it is sometimes called "implied consent", fora urine test.
12. Does a person have a choice to refuse a required breath or blood
test?
Yes. Our law provides where the implied callsent law is
applicable, the person arrested for DWI may refuse to take the
requested test. However, such a ~efusalwill generally result in
the following penalties:

a) suspension of the person's driving privileges for
ninety days; and
b) the admission into evidence of the pason's refusal
in their criminal trial for DWI. The purpose of this
admission, from the p~osecution'sviewpoint, is to
imply to the judge or jury, that the refusal was
premised on the belief that the driver thrmght he was
too intoxicated to pass the test.
Beginning January 1, 1995, the Administrative License
Revocation Act, will replace the current statute and the penalties related to breath tests will be substantially increased. For
instance, even if a person consents to takimg the breath test, he
will nevertheless be pemlized if hefails the test (-i.e., .I0 or
more). In this instance, &ive~'slicense p~ivilegeswill be suspended from 60 to 180 days depending on previous DWI
h
related contacts. Furthermo~e,a reJirsal to take the b ~ a t test
will ~esultin a suspension of drivingprivileges f m n 90 days
to I yeal, depending on prior DWI elated contacts.

IS. Does a person hove a choice ta refuse being videotaped?
No. However, there are quasi-exceptions. For example,
although a person has no right to refuse beiug videotaped, he
does have the right to refuse to perform any police field sobriVOICE VOLUME 23 NUMBER 9 NOVEMBER 94

breath or blood test?
Sometimes for blood hut never for breath. An officer has
authority to order a blood sample from an anested person only
where there has been an accident and a death has resulted, a
or there has been a se~iousbodily injury.
death is likely to 0-

IS. Can a person drink an alcoholic beverage while driving o car?
No. It is a Class C misdemeanor for a driver to operate a car
and personally consume an aLcohofic beverage. This penalty,
as noted earlier, increases if the driver is anested for DWI.
However, thew is no prohibition against any passenger wnsuming an alcoholic beverage.

16. Do I have the right to use the telephone to call an ottorney for
assistance?
Maybe. There is no statuteor court decision which provides
that the police must allow you access to a telephone in older
for you to speak to an attorney for advice and assistance.
However, from a constitutional perspective, in the author's
opinion, a person atrested for DWI probably has a due
p~ocessright of reasonable access to a telephone to contact an
attomey for the purpose of arranging bail, preserving exculpatory evidence, and deciding whether or not to answer interrogation questions asked by police.

17. When does a person arresied far DWI hlrve an obsolute right to
the assistance of an attorney?
Under our Federal and State Constitutions, persons have an
absolute right to assistance of an attorney at their criminal
trial. However, such is not the case in every pretlial stage
which precedes the trial. Indeed, in some pretrial stages, a
person in custody has a right to assistance of an attorney for
one purpose hut not for another purpose- i.e., for assistance in
answering police interrogation questions but not for deciding
whether or not to take a b~zathor blood test.
Generally speaking, any person, who is in the custody of a
police officer where objectively it would he viewed that he is
under arrest, even if the person has not been told so, is entitled to be infoimed of his rights to remain silent, to have
assistanceof a lawyer prior to and during any interrogation, to
have a free attorney if he is mo poor to bile one, and to terminate any such interrogation. However, deliberate or negligent
violations of these rights by police do not mean the person's
criminal prosecution will be dismissed. Rather, the remedy
f o such
~
violations is merely to declme the use of the person's
incriminating statements to he illegal and to exclude them
from theprosecution's evidence.
r dthe above exclusionary mle, two things need to
In ~ ~ g ato
be eme em be red. First, police do not have to inform armted
persons of their rights if no inteirogation questions will be
asked. Second, if police do intend to ask intenogation questions and intend to use the person's answers as evidence of
guilt, they need to not only make sure the arrested person
understands the rights, but also, they must prove the person
knowingly and intentionally gave up those rights.

@

18. What can a knowledgeable attorney do for me immediately after
I've been arrested for DWI?
A lot. As a few examples, an attorney who is knowledgeable
about DWI can assist the arrested person in being released
from jail by arranging for and posting bond. A lawyer present,
either in person or on the telephone, can prevent and/or detes
the police from either intentional or negligent violations your
rights. Further, it should he noted that all persons all-ested for
DWI who have taken the police breath or blood test, and even
a few who have not, have a statutory andlor dne process COIIstitutional right to a second independent blood test, by their
doctor if performed within two hours of arrest. Here, a lawyer
usually has a greater chance of all-anging for and coordinating
such a blood test than the person in jail for DWI.
As a final example, the lawyer can advise you as to whether 01not it would be in your best interest to answer questions, perfom1
exercises, or to 111akea statement explaining and p~oclaimingyour
innocence while you a~being video/audio ~ecorddedby the police.

quickat way to being handcuffed and placed in the back seat of a
patrol car. You should also ~ecognizethe reality that DWI, for
purposes of an officer making an alest, is strictly his opinion that
the crime has been committed. Like all jobs, some officers ale
better at it than others. They are all 11uma11, not only subject to
making human mistakes, but also to unconscious psychological
i~~fluences
which almost always gravitate toward guilt.
It must also be noted that police work is very competitive,
and a s a result of that, officers like to win their cases.
Experience has shown that more than a few officers have misrepresented facts and told falsehoods to win their case. In d e t e ~
mining the leason for a DWI amest, one should keep an open
mind as to the possibility of other motivations for the arrest
than simply that the driver was intoxicated. For example, recent
evidence has demonstrated that most officers who make numerous traffic and DWI arrests actually receive incseased pay as a
result of their subsequent tout appearances for those anests.
Indeed, in some cases the officer, in addition to receiving benefits of a private patrol car for his sole use, having his days off
fixed, his work hours fixed, receives an amount equal to his
regular pay for court appearances- i.e., doubling his salary.

19. If my driver's license is suspended because I refused a chemical
test or I was convicted of DWI, what are the penalties for driving
while the license is suspended?
This type offense, known in legal cil-cles as DWLS, is a Class
B misdenleanor and cawies with it the possibility of up to six
months incarceration and/or up to a two thousand dollar fine for
each violation. However, it should be noted that our law provides, that for good cause shown, a temporary ratdcted license
(limited to a maximum of 12 h o u ~ as day) may be issued during
the suspension period. Examples of "good cause" under our law
would be going to and from work, takit~gchild~ento and fioni
school, going to and fron~a ~digiousservice, and traveling to
and from a grocery store or medical facility for treatment.

2. What do I do if the officer signals me to stop by turning on his
emergency lights?
Drive to the light lane as cautiously and quickly as you can
and continue there until you can either safely park on the shoulder or in a parking lot. Next, take your vehicle out of gear, shut
off the engine and radio, and turn on your emergency flashers.
Such quick and cautious actions on your pan will indicate that
your normal mental faculties are not impaired. In addition, if
the officer just wanted to pass your vehicle, then your actions
will allow him to do that in a safe manner.

20. How long will a DWI stay on my record and will it affect my

3. Having drawn the black bean by being slopped, should I get out

automobile insurance rates?
"It depends" and "absolutely." If a person receives a final
conviction for DWI it will always remain on his record.
However, where there was not a conviction and the prosecution's case was dismissed, our expunction law provides some
limited circumstances which would allow for all records of
the incident to be esased.
In reference to insurance rates, if you receive a DWI conviction, the great likelihood is that your insurance rate will at
least quadruple.

of the car?
Yes. However, attempt to keep your hands visible and do
not make fast movements. Do not place your hands in your
pockets. Exit your car and walk to the right rear of your vehicle and wait for the ofticer. Do not lean on your vehicle or
stand between it and the police car. Here, it lnust be understood that the officer does not know your intentions yet. This
is an extremely critical time for him as he will be looking for
a possible weapon you may have or for any threat to his safety that you may present. Recognizing the officer's initial
apprehension and how it may be lessened, you can establish
an iuitial positive contact, rather than a negative one.

Ill. O.K. IF I'M STOPPED FOR DWI, WHAT
ADVICE DO YOU HAVE FOR ME AS A LAWYER?

4. Is there anything I should do before getting out of my vehicle?
Yes, t'ake your driver's license and proof of insu~ancecard out
of
your wallet and bring them with you to give to the officer. They
Fi~st,don't drink alcohol or use drugs and then drive. No
will
usually be the fust things he will ask to see. If you were to
one likes dnmk drivers as they are clearly a danger to themband
your wallet to thc officer, with the license and insurance c a d
selves and others. We don't know of a single sari- person who
he would not take it for- fear of b e i ~ gaccused of ranoving
in
it,
would be happy to be on the receiving end of a 3,500 pound
money
or s m n e t l ~ ~else
g of value. Accordingly, since he would
projectile being piloted by an intoxicated person.
itmove
the license and insurance cat-dfrom it, you
Second, recognize that police officers have a difficult and dam then ask you to
should
do
that
before
you
leave vehicle. These actions on your piut
gerous job, and that we all owe the good ofticen debt of gratih~de
will
denlonstrate
your
cwpesation
and will lessen the office? s fear
for their efforts. Howevet; it should be I-emembered that police
office13 have a great deal of discretion to atrest a pelson. He~c,it factor as your hands will always be visible to him. They will also
to note that experience has proved, time and time evidence that you have not lost the no~lualuse of your nomal
is a~~prop~iate
and 1mnldellt.
again, that a person's manners and overt rudeness can be the mental faculties as the actions wele both reaso~~ahle

1. Think first, use common sense, and be open-minded.
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5. If asked, should 1admit to drinking on alcohol beverage?

of your constitutional right to not be unreasonably seized.
To further explain, a police officer, absent any belief criminal activity is afoot, has a right to walk up to any pelson in a
public place and talk to them. However, the pemon may simply walk away. Indeed, our law is clear that the person's action
in waking away cannot he used as evidence that he is guilty of
something- i.e., the invocation of a constitutional right cannot
be equated to guilt. Where the officer, through use of his
police status, either inipliedly or expressly detains the person,
he violates theindividual's right not to he unreasonably seized.
To justify a b~iefdetention of a pason, the officer must have a
6. Do I admit to how many, where and when? Is honesty the best
specific and alticulate reasonable suspicion that the person is
policy?
It depends. Any admission mole than "two" will likely involved in criminal activity. This justification can not be
result in your arrest. This is especially true where the officer legally made on the basis of a simple hunch or a gut feeliug.
A detention must be narrowly limited in both its duration
fails to ask "wben'l" For example, 4 beers is much diffe~ent
and scope so as to allow the officer to maiutain the status quo
than 4 beers over eight hours.
As to the second and third questions, it is not whether you so that he may dispel or affirm his reasonable suspicions. If
tell the truth or fi~dgeoh the truth that is important. Rather, the the officer waits to long or unreasonably proceeds beyond the
answer really lies in whether or not you tell the t~uth don't purpose for his initial detention, then he again violates the
answer at all. In this regard, the truth has resulted in many person's constitutional right not to be unreasonably seized.
Lastly, where the off~ceractually armts the person he must
~mn-intoxicateddrivers being arrested and has subsequently
cost them a small fo~tunef a bond, automobile towing, days have a greater qnantuni of evidence than me~elya reasouable
and articulate suspicion. Indeed, he must have what is constiaway fiom work and an attorney to pmve their innocence.
tutionally termed "probable cause*' to believe a cxime has
7. If I'm not going to answer, what do I do?
occul~ed."Probable cause" bas been defined by our courts as a
Keep in mind that both our fede~aland state constitutions measure of evidence that would lead a leasonable person,
guarantee that you do uot have to incriminate yourself. based on that person's experience and trainiy, to believe that
Politely ask the officer why he stopped you and if you are a crime has occurred. This probable cause measuie requires a
presently under arrest. Under our law a person can be under lesser quantum of evidence than is requi~edto convict a pelson
of a crime (proof beyond a reasonable doubt) or to win a civil
arrest and yet not he told so.
Where the officer indicates that jrou are under' arrest then lawsuit @repondemme of the evidence-i.e., 51% or more).
111ally situation whae an officer "detains" a person on less
you should immediately inform him of your desi~eto have an
attorney present for any fu~therquestions. Do not refuse or evidence than "a reasonable and articulate suspicion" or
a pelson on less evidence than "probable cause," he
agree to perfoim police field sobriety exercises. Rather, tell "a~~ests"
the officer you want advice from a Jawyer to help you decide violates that person's constitutional rights not to be unteasonably seized. The ~emedyfor this violation is to exclude from
if you will refuse or agree to perform them.
On the other hand, should the officer say you ale not under the pmsecution's case ally and all evidence that was derived
arrest, then a differenl approach is in order. Politely ask, *am from the violation.
Accordingly, when you find yourself in the typical DWI sceI going to he w~ittena traffic ticket?" and if so, "will I be free
to leave upon your completion of it?" Where the offiier says nario-i.e., where you'ie being detained f o a~ DWI investigation,
"yes" to both questions, count your blessings, remain still and but you're not yet arrested, it is best to be polite, invoke your
non-threatening, be courteous and only speak when spoken to rights to remain silent aud have an attorney present, not accidentally incriminate or convict yourself. Let the officer do the
- never volunteer information as that will only serve to proloug your roadside stay. Should he again ask about alcohol best he can on the evidence he can legally develop.
consumption inform him of your choice not to answer any
questions but those ]elated to the specific traffic offeuse - and 8. If I'm arrested and transported to the station house, do I perform
the sobriety exercises before a video camera, submit to the
stick to your right not to incriminate youiself.
Well, what a b u t a scena~iowhere the officer says you're lntoxilyzer test, and answer questions concerning drinking?
Maybe, never and maybe. First, immediately inform the offinot under arrest, but you can not leave. This is close to the
typical DWI scenario. Hew, the safe thing to do is to inform cer, and all offieem the~eafter,that you want to remain silent
the officer that you would prefer not to answer anymore ques- until such time you can contact an attorney and have a p~ivate
tions and would like to have a lawyer piesent. Be polite and consultation with him as to anything and everything the officer
not talkative. Doing this, you have in effect "punted the ball" will ask you except f a bail. Be careful to tell the officers that
to the officer. He must now choose to let you go or to prolong you ale neither refusing nor agreeing to cooperate with them.
his investigation. Again, if he lets you go, count your bless- Rather, tell them that your decision to iefuse or agree will be
ings and drive safely. Wheke he p~olongsyour roadside stay, premised upon the advice you ~eceiveh m your lawyer.
Sometimes officers will say "you can't have a lawyer yet."
he must be careful not to violate y o u fedaal and state constitutional lights to not be u~~reasonably
seized. Your invocation This ofteu occilrs at the alcohol concentration test request and
of your rights to remain silent and to an attosney's pnxence the video exercise test request stage. This police "you can't
will make it lnore difiicolt for the officer to avoid a violation have a lawyer" statenlent, dcpeilding on the circumstances of
This is a tough question but the answer is generally "yes."
Since you will likely have an odor of an alcoholic beverage
on your breath, it makes no sense to deny that you have had a
drink. In fact, with an alcoholic beverage odor present and
you making a denial, it is only human nahm for the officer to
find that you are less than credible. This fact to the officer
would then likely give fise to a suspicion that you are t~ying
to hide the fact that many d~inkswere consumed.
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your case, may or may not be true, but you will have no way
of verifying its truth until you speak to your lawyer.
Therefore, the best thing to do is ianain polite, but firm, in
your requests to speak to an attorney. Simply put, do not take
"no" for an answer.
When the police allow you the opportunity to me the telephone, use it immediately. Make a call to any attorney you
know. If you don't know an attorney, ask to use the yellow or
business pages to find one or ask to call the telephone company's directo~yassistance number. A good place to start in the
phone book might be under the listing for your local criminal
law btu association, e.g., the Harris County Criminal Lawyers
Association or under the beading "Board Certified Criminal
Law Specialists." Make the call even if you don't know or
have a lawyer, if you1 lawyer is beyond local distance dialing,
or your arrest time is not during regular business hours of
most law offices.
Here, you should know that most law offices answer their
phone even after closing through use of an answering service.
Many of these services can actually connect you directly to an
attorney at his home.
Upon reaching an attorney on the telephone be SUIT to ask
the officer for a chance to speak with the lawyer in private.
Where the police refuse to allow you privacy, they violate
your right to an attorney. Absent giving you privacy, the
police p ~ w i d eyou with only a waim body to talk to on the
telephone because the lawyer, in order to maintain the attorney-client privilege, and to protect you1 right to remain silent,
must tell you not to say anything. It is axiomatic that a lawyer
can only give you proper advice whele you can first tell him
what has happened-i.e., he applies the law to the facts and
advises you accordingly.
Always do exactly what your lawyer tells you to do - nothing more and nothing less. If he tells you to pelform exercises
before a video camera m d o r to answer police questions concerning alcohol consumption, then do it.
In regard to the intoxilyzer b~eathtest, if your lawyer tells
you to simply take it, we would recommend changing
lawyers. It is, at least in our opinion, wrong toadvise a person
to take a test on a machine which is incapable of being independently verified as accurate and reliable. It is equally
incorrect to advise a client to submit to such a test whe~ethe
police fail to preserve, and in effect dest~oy,the breath specimen they will ostensibly use to p a v e you guilty. Pelsonally,
we're not going to take a test that can't be rechecked to determine it's validity.
To our minds, the best indicator of a person not having lost
the normal use of his mental faculties is the fact that be simply won't take the breath test. Here, we believe a person
would have to be dtunk to agree to take a police test that is so
enmeshed in debate about its non-reliability and inaccu~acies
and where the police machine's own manufacturer doesn't
wa~rantit fit for any pasticular purpose - including breath testing. Uuder such circumstances, only a d~unk,insane, uneducated, or coerced person would submit to a breath test whese
the penalty for faiIure might ~esultin 6 months confinement, a
$2,000 tine, and suspension of driver's license privileges for a
year, as well as other social and financial insurance consequences, as opposed to a possible ninety day suspension for
test ~efusal.In other words, in our opinion, knowing the

above, a pelson demonstrates no loss of his nolmal mental
faculties by refusing the test but does so by ageeing to take it.
Clearly, taking into consideration all the consequences and
facts noted, it cannot be reasonable and p~udentjudgment to
take a non-preserved test. Lastly, let us add one other "believe
it or not" fact here, most police officers join in our opinion
and would not take the breath test either.

IV. CONCLUSION
Every year thousands of our brother and sister Americans
are killed and maimed in alcohol related automobile accidents. The financial costs of these accidents and of other alcohol health problems to society cost billions of dollars.
Logically, the remedy is simple, not only do we outlaw the act
of d~inkingand d~ivingafterwards, but also, we outlaw alcohol altogether. Our legislature, however, clearly lacks the
courage to pass such a law. And, from both an academic and
historical view, such a law would probably be offensive to our
respective notions of a human being's inalienable right to
freedom of choice. Accordingly, we are compeUed to live in a
deniocratic society where the freedom to drink alcohol and
drive is balanced against a law which overrides that freedom
at the point whne the individual becomes intoxicated.
In a tme democracy evely citizen has a molal responsibility to
respect the life, libefly and p~opertyof evely other citizen. This
ought to be tme especially for those of us who d~inkand thereafterdrive. Hopefully, in the future, each of us individually, will
give due respect to on! fellow citizens and honor our own m o d
responsibility, by not drinking and driving. A conscious judgment to stay sober when hiving is not only good citizenship,
but also a democratic blessing to and fmm out neighbors.
Our good citizenship and deniocratic blessings are equally
applicable to the exe~ciseof another's freedom of choice to
drink and their invocation of constitutional rights when they are
seized by the govelnnlent. Our plesent republic's bequest of the
"presuniption of innocence*' to every citizen accused of any
crime must itmain paramount among our thoughts. This is especially hue for the pelson chtuged with DWI because the crime is
loosely defined by another's opinion and is one that requi~esno
intent to commit. In a larger sense, however, because we as
Americans are a fair people, we ought always remember the
"presumption of innocence"in the DWI case because the person
atrested might someday be you. Accordingly, please use your
common sense, remember your constitutionallights and lespect
those of your neighhol; suppolt your police, don't diink and
drive, but if you do, don't d~iveintoxicated.

*

J. Gatg ~ichterp~nctices
law in Houstor~,Texas. He is the coartthor of the hw-volunre treatise erltitied Texas Drunk Driving
Law and the author of nrmerorrsjorona? articles. Garj is curt.e,ttly the Chairman for the D~unkDriving Corn~nitfeeforTCDLA and
on tlze Board of Regents for the National College for DUl
De&nse. He is j?eqcrently a speaker on many consfitc~tw~~al
and
criminal low to& at rrmw stafeand narional seminar.

Michael Pefia recently gradimted from the Unisersif~lof
Holrston Law Cente~He received his imndergrad~iatedegreefro111
the Universily of Taas at Arrslirl and is ctr~re~~lly
wotkir~gin ussocmtion withL. Gaq Triclfter.
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ExpunctionThen and Now

T

he case was dis-

missed, no billed

or the jury or

Judge uttered your favorite
two words "not guilty."

After your client thanks
you and compliments you
on being the finest lawyer
in the land, what should
you do beyond return to
your office? You should
talk to your client about
getting the records of the
case and the arrest underlying the case expunged.
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Expunctionis a wholly statutory procedure to have all records and files
relating to an amest, with minor excepBy Stuart Parker
tions, deleted from public records,
obliterated, or returned to the petitioner.' Expunction of criminal records was first
permitted by Arlicle 55.01, C.C.P., effective August 29,1977. The current version of
the expunction statutes, Article 55.01 awas last amended effectiveSeptember 1,
1993, with one new restriction on expunction, effective January 1, 1995.2
The most positive effect of expunction is t h d the arrest record, and all cou~tand
other recoi-dswhich flow from that anest, are not available to either the public or law
enforcement? The release, dissemination or use of the expunged records is prohibited
and the petitioner, whose anest was expunged, is permitted, except for one limited
circumstance, to deny the existence of the arrest? Effectively, the granted expunction
is like a "black hole," sucking up all knowledge of itself and the underlying arrest, as
its own existence is not a public iecord, the expunged records are no longer available
to the public or otherwise and the person whose record was expunged need not disclose the arrest or the court proceedings or even that the armst itself was expunged.
As further protection, any person who acqt~iresknowledge of an a i m t while an offrcer or employee of the State or any entity of the State and who knows of the order
expunging the records, who knowingly releases, uses or disseminates the records
commits a Class B misdemeanor offense as does anyone who knowingly fails to
rettnn or obliterate identifying portions of a record or file ordered expunged.'
The requieements for expunction are more burdensome for felonies than for misdemeanors. Basically, any misdemeanor disn~issal,for any reason whatsoever, as well
as a mial acquittal can be expunged For felony offenses, if no indictmei~tis presented
the %rest is expungable. Presentment means the return of a true bill of indictment! If
an indictment has been presented, but subsequently dismissed and the Court finds that
it was dismissed because the presentment had been ma6e hecause of mistake, false
infomation or other similar reasons indicating absence of probable cause, at the time
of the dismissal, to believe the pelson committed the offense, it can be expunged.
When a Motion to Supptress in a felony case is granted where it is alleged that the
armst or search was without probable cause and without a valid wananl, absent further evidence, the arfest is not expungable as the evidence fails to show that the basis
A
for the suppression was an absence of probahle cause at the time of the dis~nissal.~
dismissal because a child witness in a child abuse case is incompetent to testify is not
expungable as there is no showing of an absence of probable cause? Similarly, a dismissal at the request of the complaining witness is not expungable? On the other
hand, tmcontradicted evidence that the loss in a felony criminal mischief indictment
was less than the felony th~resholdis sufficient to prove that the indictment was based
If one is ansted and
on mistaken infatnation and the felony arrest is exp~ngable.'~
charged with one misdemeanor and pleads to another misdemeano~',eveti with a plea
bargain for such results, the arrest on the f i t misdemeanoris expungable."

@

Under prior versions of Article 55.01 et m,in felony tion of any record, or inforniation with respect to the expuncoffenses, an instructed verdict of acquittal or a trial court tion proceeding, from any central federal depository of crimiacquittal was not expungable.'' Under the 1993 amendment nal records that was sent I-ecordsby the Department of Public
to Article 55.01 a felony acquittal, a conviction which has Safety. Do not name a federal agency or depository as a
been pardoned and an acquittal by the Court of Criminal recol-d holder in the petition even though Asticle 55.02 does
Appeals are all expungable. This can create anomalous situa- list such central federal depositories as entities that can be
tions such as when the State dismisses an indicted felony named as record keepers since to do so may cause great trow
because of evidentiary weakness rather than going to trial ble. Any state court expunction order under Article 55.01 st
would certainly lose a Supremacy Clause battle with a
because a trial level acquittal would be expungable while the
dismissal may not be unless the defendant can establish the federal statute mandating the retention of records by that fedreqnisite "absence of probable cause at the time of the dis- eral depository and your expunction action inay wind up
missal." Similarly, an acquittal by the Court of Appeals is not removed to federal court. Instead of your client obtaining prilisted as expungable while an acquittal at the trial court or the vacy and the peace of mind of an expunged record, the client
Court of Criminal Appeals can be expunged. The statute can might wind up as a named party in federal litigation with his
be used to expunge arrest records that occurred prior to the or her name forever in the books as having been arrested.
effective date of the statute.13 Arguably one could use the Instead, follow the Asticle 55.02 procedore and let the Texas
recent amendments of the statute to gain expunction of anests Depa~tmentof Public Safety request the return of the I-ecords
not expungable under the previous law.
from the federal depository.
In all cases under the cunent statute the arrest can not have
Under some circumstances, law enforcement agencies are
~esultedin a final conviction, must no longer be pending and pernlitted to I-etain recol-ds related to the arrest for further
there must be no court ordered probation under AI-tide42.12 investigation and possible pro~ecution.~'This does not preof the Code of Criminal Procedure or conditional discharge clude e ~ ~ u u c t i o n . ~ ~ e cwhich
o r d sexist independently of the
under Section 481.109 of the Health and Safety Code. In all arrest record and are not based on the arl-est records or police
cascs, the Defendant must not have been convicted of a felony report are not expi~ngablc.~'Effective January 1, 1995, an
offense within the five years immediately preceding the arrest expunction will not be able to be used to cxpunge records
relating to the suspension or revocation of a driver's license
sought to be expunged.
Procedurally, it is the petitioner's burden to show that all or permit or privilege to operate a vehicle except as provided
the prerequisites for expunction set forth in Article 55.01 as in Article 6687b-1 g5d and 6701L-5 $2(r). Until the effective
well as all the procedural requi~ementsof Asiicle 55.02 have date of the statute, expunging a DWI arrest which has ended
been met.'' Expunction has been denied where venue is in a dismissal or acquittal is beneficial as it would eliminate
i~nproper.'~
Expunction is available only to natural persons as the possibility of a police officer using an auto-mounted coma corporation camlot be ai'sested.16 When the ootice require- puter to learn that the vehicle your client is driving was
ments of the statute are not met expi~nctioncan be denied or involved in a prior DWI arrest or to learn that the named
owner of that vehicle has a prior arrest for DWI. That knowlthe cxpunction 01-dermay be void."
Asticle 55.02 contains a laundry list of the info~mationwhich edge may he factually determinative of whether the vehicle
must be in the petition or its absence must be explained in the will be stopped for a purported traffic violation the officer
petition. The petition must be verified but the statute does not will claim to have seen.
indicate who must verify. A jury trial is available in expunction
In Dallas County we have been successful in having the
actions upon timely iequest as ui any civil action. Satisfying the District Attorney's office to agree to expunge the records of
statutoly sequire~nentsand applying the statute to the facts of an cases where the Petitioner was not formally arrested but merearrest can be vely simple in many instances. In many cases the ly issued a citation (for example, a Class C assault) and
expunction is unopposed and can be easily and readily accon- expunge the records of cascs which were referred to the grand
plished. A sample Petition for Expunction is set forth as Exhibit j u ~ ywithout an a m s t where the matter is no billed. While the
issuancc of a citation inay be sufficient to triggel- the statute,
"A"and a sample Order is set fo~ihas Exhibit "B".
When nu expunction has been properly filed and a valid clearly where a grand jury referral occurs there is no arrest.
order granting expunction ente~ed,the benefits of Article 55.03 However, it is incredibly unfair that a grand jury referral made
accrue when the order becomes f i a l . Interestingly, appeal by without an arrest will not support an expuoction while an
only one of the cntities having records sought Lo be expunged all-estand subsequent no-bill can be expunged, eliminating the
accrues to the benefit of all non-appealing palties because of arrest, the records of the arrest and the grand july proceedings.
the unique oature of the expunction action.'' If the expunction When the police officer makes a grand jury referral without an
is granted and no appeal taken, the record holding entities must arrest it is obviously a recognition that the case has potentially
destroy, obliterate, or send to the court all of the involved less merit than a case where the officer arrests your client hava magistrate that probable cause exists.
records and all index references to the expunged record must be ing convi~~ced
Over the years there have been a number of cases addressdeleted. Thereafter, the entities a1-e not permitted to retain a filc
of the expunction itself.'' The expunction pmceedings them- ing whether a misdemeanor probatio~~
which has been comselves are not a public record as only the Petitioner can obtain pleted is expungable. Article 55.01 as it existed from 1979
through 1989 permitted expungolent of al-rests where there
access to the record of such proceeding^.'^
One i n ~ p o r t a n tprocedural pitfall i s not adequately was no "conrt ordered supervision." Deferred adjudication
addressed it1 the statute. Although Article 55.02 requires the probation without a requirement of reporting to a probation
Department of Public Safety to request the I-eturn or destsuc- officer was held to be Court ordered sopervision." If an

@
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individual was placed on misdemeanor deferred adjudication but the order deferring adjudication specifically provided that there was no court ordered supervision or probation,
expungment of the records was permitted?' After 1989, the
statute referred to Court ordered probation and any type of
deferred adjudication or regular probation would make
expunction inapplicable. An additional discrepancy in the
statute has generated a number of cases. Article 55.01 in
effect from 1979 to 1989 referred to "Court ordered supervision under Article 42.13." However, Article 42.13 was
partially repealed in 1987, fully repealed in 1989 and then
reborn with a different subject matter in 1990. Therefore,
i n 1987 through 1989 a probation was not supervised under
Article 42.13; it was supervised under Article 42.12. Some
cases focused on this discrepancy and permitted expunction
of misdemeanor probations as the probation was ml supervised under A~ticle42.13, which was the reference in the
statutory exclusion from expunction. However, in 1991, the
Supreme Court held that the legislative failure to update
these references in the expunction law did not permit the
arrest and probation to he expunged."
Getting the records of an arrest and the criminal processing expnnged is one of the few things that a criminal defense lawyer can do that affirmatively benefits his
client. While much of what we do benefits a client by
protecting them from criminal liability or limits the
punishment they receive, an expunction can actually
benefit the client. Moreover, it is an opportunity to ask
your client for an additional f e e to get the matter
expunged while he is still basking in the glow of the
dismissal, no-bill, or acquittal.

I.
Petitioner was arrested and charged by the Dallas Police
Department with the misdemeanor offense of driving while
intoxicated, alleged to have occurred in Dallas County, Texas,
, 1994. The Petitioner was arrwted
on or about
on that same date in Dallas, Dallas County, Texas. The case
was filed under Cause No.
in the County Criminal
C o w #9 of Dallas County, Texas. On
, 1994,
Petitioner was found not guilty of this offense by a jury.

11.
Petitioner has reason to believe that the following agencies,
ofticiais or other public entities of this State have records concerning this atrest:
Dallas Police Depwtment
2014 Main Street
Dallas, Texas

*

Dallas Counly District Attorney's Office
Frank Crowley Courthouse
133 N. Industrial Blvd.
Dallas, Texas 75207

NO.

3 IN THE5

Dallas Connty Pre-Trial Release Office
Frank Crowley Courthouse
133 N. Industrial Blvd.
Dallas, Texas 75207
Dallas Connty Clerk's Off~ce
Frank Crowley Courthouse
133 N. Industrial Blvd.
Dallas, Texas 75207

E X H I B I T "A"

EX PARTE:

Dallas County Sheriffs Office
Identification Section
Bond Section and
Detention Section
Frank Crowley Courthouse
133 N. Industrial Blvd.
Dallas, Texas 75207

JUDICIAL

5 DISTRICT COURT OF

Connty Criminal Court #9 of Dallas
County, Texas
Frank Crowley Courthouse
133 N.Industrial Blvd.
Dallas, Texas 75027

9

P DALLAS COUNTY, TEXAS

PETITION FOR EXPUNCTION
OF CRIMINAL RECORDS

Texas Department of Public Safety
Criminal Records and Driving Records
Sections
5805 N. Lamar Blvd.
Box 4087
Austin, Texas 78773

TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT:

NOW COMES the Petitioner,
; whitelfemale;
Pursuant to Chapter 55 of the Code of Criminal Procedure,
DOB:
;social security no. :
Texas driver's license no.
; addless at the time of aimst:
Petitioner is entitled to have all records md files elating to
, Texas ;
and petitions this Court to older the the anest expunged for the following reasons:
1. An indictment or information charging the Petitionel
expunction of all ~ecordsand files arising out of the charges
against Petitioner for the offense of driving while intoxicated, with a con~missionof a felony was not presented against
the Petitioner for an offense aising out of the transaction
and, in support thereof, would show the following:
VOICE VOLUME 23 NUMBER 9 NOVEMBER 94
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for which the Petitioner was charged or if an indictment or
inforn~ationcharging the Petitioner with commission of a
felony was presented, it has been disniissed and it was dismissed because the presentment had been made because of
a mistake, false information, 01- other siniilav reason indicating absence of probable cause at the time of the dismissal to believe the Petitioner committed the offense or
became it was void.

Respectfully submitted,

Stnart E. Parker
Fairmount Legal Center
2527 Fairmount
Dallas, Texas 75201
2141871.1775 FAX 2141871-2682
State Bar No. 15499900
ATTORNEY FOR PETITIONER

2. Petitioner has been released from costody on this charge.

3. Any charges against Petitioner arising out of the transaction for which Petitioner was charged haviog not resulted in a
final conviction and are no longer pending.

VERIFICATION

4. There was no Court-ordered supervision under
Articles 42.12 or 42.13 of the Code of Criminal Procedurc
on this matter.

STATE OF TEXAS

5. Petitioner was not released on a conditional discharge
under the Health and Safety Code.

BEFORE ME, the undersigned Notary Public, on this day
personally appeared STUART E. PARKER, who, being by
nie duly sworn on his oath and stated the following:
My name is STUART E. PARKER. I am the Attorney for
the Petitioner in the foregoing Petition for Expunction of
Criminal Records and hereby state that all the factual allegations contained therein are tnue and correct.

6. Petitioner has not been convicted of a felony in the five
(5) years preceding the date of the charge.

WHEREFORE, the Petitioner prays the Court:

COUNTY OF DALLAS

I. To set this matter for hearing.
STUART E. PARKER
2. To give reasonable notice of the bearing to each official,
agency or other public entity named in Paragraph I1 of this
Petition, pwsuant to Article 55.02, Section 2 of the Texas
Code of Criminal Procedure.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this the
day of September, 1994.

3. After the hearing on this matter, to order each official,
agency or other public entity that there is reason to believe
possesses I-ecordsof files concerning the arrest to:

NOTARY PUBLIC
IN AND FOR THE STATE OF TEXAS

a. Return all records and files concerning the arrest
to the Court, or ifjemoval is impractical, obliterate all references to Petitioner and notify the Coort of its action.
b. Request each central depositol-y to which it supplied infomation concerning the arrest of Petitioner to return
all such records and files to the Court, or if removal is impractical, to obliterate all references to Petitioner and notify the
Court of its action.

ORDER SETTING HEARING
The attached Petition for Expmiction of Ciiuunal Records
is hereby set for hearing on the
day of
o'clock-.m.
1994, at

JUDGE PRESIDING

c. Delete, from its public records and indicies, references to the above mentioned arrest of the Petitioner.

E X H I B I T "B"

4. To dil-ect the Clerk of the Coort to send a certified copy
of the order by certified mail, return receipt requested, to each
official, agency or other entity named in Paragraph lI of the
Petition.

NO.
EX PARTE:

5. To return to the Petitioner all records, files and notifications of the disposition of records and files returned to the
Court pursuant to its expmiction order, within a reasonable
limcs of the receipt of same.

SlNTHE-

JUDICIAL

§

S DISTRICT COURT OF
§

5 DALLAS COUNTY, TEXAS
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ORDER GRANTING EXPUNCTION

BE IT REMEMBERED that on this date e hearing was held
in the above styled and numbered cause.

or similar charge, date, or arresting agency) not specifically
listed herein are excluded from this expunction order.
However, records of such unexpunged arrests which would
not have been generated except for the expunged arrest
shall be expunged.

1.

6.

Petitioner has the following description:
;Texas diver's
race: -; sex: -; date of birth:
;social security number:
license number
and address at the time of arrest:

The phrase "all records and files pertaining to the arrest"
&m iuclude records and files which were generated by
respondents during this expunction proceeding, including the
copies if the petition (and of this order) which are served on
each respondeut. However, the phrase "all records and files
pertaining to the arrest" does not include records and files
which wem generated during the investigation of the crime for
which the petitioner was ansted, but before the arrest took
place, and which do not indicate that the mest ever took place.

2.
The Court finds that the Petitioner is entitled to expunttion of the
following orresf(sb

Date of offense:

Arresting Agency:

Date of Arrest:

County of Arrest:

7.

Number (If any):

7.1 Records and files pertaining to the arrest shall be
expunged by turning them in to the clerk of this court, in a
sealed envelope, by hand delivery or by mail to:

Charge:

3.
Respondents are:
3.1 Dallas County District Attorney's Office, Courthouse,
for itself and the following checked county agencies:
( ) County Cle~k,Attention : Jerry Evans:
( ) Sheriff-ID; ( ) Sheriff -Bond.

District Cle~k
Attention: Expunction Section
Frank Crowley Courts Bldg.
133 N. Industrial Blvd., 2nd Floor
Dallas, Texas 75207

3.2 Dallas County District Clerk, Courthouse.
7.2 Videotapes and audiotap shall he expuuged by erasing them, hut they shall not be erased any sooner than thirty
days after this order is received. If, before the expiration of
that thirty day period petitioner provides the respondent with
a blank tape, the video tape or audiotape shall be turned in
under 7.1 above.

3.3 Cawollton City Attorney's Office, 1945 E. Jackson,
Carrollton, TX 75066
for itself and the following checked city agencies:
( ) Police.
3 4 Texas Department of Public Safety
Crime Records Division
Post Office Box 4143, Austin,Texas 78765;
for itself and theFederal Bmeau of Investigation,
Identification Division.
3.5 PETITIONER HAS REASON TO BELIEVE THAT
BY INPUT INTO THE NATIONAL CRIME INDEX
COMPUTER, THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION MAY HAVE STORED INFORMATION CONCERNING THE ARREST FOR WHICH THIS PETITION
IS BEING BROUGHT. WHILE THESE FEDERAL
AGENCIES ARE NOT "RESPONDENTS"' ON THE
STATE PROCEEDINGS, PURSUANT TO TEXAS CODE
OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE ART. 55.02, SECTION
3(A), THE TEXAS DEPARTMENTS OF PUBLIC SAFETY SHALL FORWARD THE FINAL ORDER EMANATING FROM THE STATE PROCEEDINGS TO THE FBI.

4.
The Coun finds that Respondents have been served with a
copy of the petition as required by law.

5.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that all records and files
pertaining to the arrest be expunged. Related arrests (same
VOICE VOLUME 23 NUMBER 9 NOVEMBER 94

7.3 Records which pertain both to this arrest and to other
arrests which are not included in thrs order, and which would
have been generated even if the expunged arrest had not been
made, shall be obliterated (covered with tape, liquid paper, or
other opaque substance) only insofar as they peifain to this
arrest. A photocopy of such records, partially ohlitelated,
shall bc forwarded to the District Clerk as specified in 7.1.
7.4 Each respondent that has sent information concerning
the arrvst to a central federal depository shall request such
deposito~yto retu~nall records a ~ files
d subject to the order
of expunction.
7.5 Each respondent shall attach a certificate to the sealed
envelope, certifying that these are all the cxpunged records;
and, if the iespondent has sent information concerning the
arrest to a central federal depository, it shall also certify that
t
such depository to return all records
the ~ e s p t d e nrequested
and files subject to the older of cxpnnction.
7.6 Alternatively, records pertaining to this arest may be
expunged by the recold keeping agency obliterating or
destroying the records. The agency shall then send a certificate to the District Clerk's office certifying that the records
have been destroyed.

@

8.
No copy of this order shall be given to petitioner, nor to any
respondent, nor to any other person, until it has become final
and until the clerk has certified to its finality. When it bas
become final, the clerk shall so ce~tifyand shall mail certified
copies of it:

APPROVEDASTOFORM:
ATTORNEY FOR PETITIONER

ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY

8.1 by in-house mail to the Dallas County District
Attorney's office on behalf of itself and all county law
enforcement agencies, when said District Attorney's Office
has waived formal service of same;

8.2 by ordinary first class mail to petition; and
8.3 by certified mail, return receipt requested, to all other
respondents.
No respondent shall comply with this order until it has been
thus served.

9.
If there is litigation in a civil court which arose out of
the same transaction which gave rise to this suit, then
petitioner shall no notify the court and the Dallas County
District Attorney's Office. Upon motion and order, the
clerk of t h i s c o u r t s h a l l d e l i v e r a l l of t h e s e a l e d
envelopes and certificates, and a certified copy of the
written agreement and of this order, to the clerk of that
court, taking her receipt for the same. Discovery of the
matter so delivered shall be subject to the order of the
judge of that civil court after an in camera inspection.
W.V. v. State, 669 SW2d 376, 379 (Tex. App. - Dallas
1984, writ ref'd n.r.e.).

10.
The costs which are described in Art. 102.006 of the Code
of Ci-inunalProcedure are assessed against petitioner.

11.
The clerk of the court shall destroy all files or other
records collected or maintained pursuant to this expunction on or after the first anniversary of the date the order
of expunction was issued, unless the records or files were
released to the petitioner before that date pursuant to
court order.

12.
The expunction file shall be released to petitioner, upon
request, after the agencies have had a 1-easonabletime to comply with the order.

13.
All relief prayed for not hcrein specifically granted is hereby denied.
, 199.
SIGNED this
day of

JUDGE

CERTIFICATE OF F I N A L I N
I Bill Long, District Clerk of Dallas County, Texas, do
hereby certify that I have custody of the official recoi-ds of the
district courts of Dallas County, Texas. After conducting diligent search, no record or entry of any instrument filed within
30 days after the date of signing of the foregoing order (next
business day if the 30th day is a Saturday, Sunday or legal
holiday) is found to existing the records of nly office pertaining to tbe above styled and numbered cause.
WITNESS my hand aud seal of office this
,191.
of

day

BILL LONG
DISTRICT CLERK
DALLAS COUNTY, TEXAS
By:
Deputy
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Cover comment
by John Boston

T

his month's cover has views of the Viet
Nam Memorial in Washington, D. C. This
is iu honor, not of mnflict and war, hut of those
nlany Americans who have served to preserve a
system that allows us to have a chance, even a
sl~ghtone, to get a f a ~ rtrial for tlre citizen
accused. OVe who practice criminal defense, or
Itme in the past, well know that the guarantee of
VOICE VOLUME 23 NUMBER 9 NOVEMBER 94

a fair trial often is more bomrcd in the breach
than in obsewaqce, but that is another story for
awther Vorce cover.) So of what role~anceIS
this depiction of a "waf' memorial to the
defense of those zcosed of crimes in our society? Each of the upwards of 60,000 men aud
q m e n whose names appear on lhat long black
granite wall in Wasl~ington,D.C. swore, without
exception, to uphold and defend thc
Cons~tltutionof the United Slates (and thus, in
our federal system by implication at least, to
uphold and defsrld cnch stale constitution as

@

well). Adnutledly, many who served, living and
dead, don't, or d~dn't,look at their service as
aimed at preserving the rights af those accused
of mimes, nonetheless. that is pa and parcel of
what those men and womendo and did. So dnring the month contaming our narional holiday
honoriug veterans, we believe e is fitting to take
time out to nole the contributions and sacriflces
made by those Anrericans who swore to presenne
and defend the Can$titutinn, and lhat includes
thc Fourth, lWh, Sixth, Eighth and Fourteenth
Amendments. Senperfi.

Normal Use"
Diagrams In
Non-Test
DWI Cases

I

t has recently become
apparent to me that the
trial of a serious felony
in my rural county is generally easier than the trial of the
simplest DWI case. This fact
was brought home to me
when a potential client, as a
member of Mothers Against
Drunk Driving (MADD),
told me that she considered
lawyers who defended DWI
cases to be immoral. She
conveniently forgot, as many
of her fellow MADD members do, that i t would b e
immoral to allow a man to go
to jail if he were not guilty.
The fact that she sat in my
office and condemned our
Criminal District Attorney, as
well, for plea bargaining
DWIs to lesser offenses of
"driving under the influence"
and "public intoxication"
indicates just how seriously
misinformed the MADD
group in our county is. More
importantly, it illustrates the
need for patient and thorough
education of jury panels in
DWI cases.

Recent articles in Voice for the
Defense seem to imply that even a
ninny should he able to win a noney ronraa vay
test DWI case. Mv exuerience has
been that, in order to get a not guilty veidict in a non-test DWI, it is necessary to
exercise the utmost lawyering skills in educating the jury and combating juror
intolerance to DWI.

-

A

In a recently published and excellent article in Voice for !It@ Defense, the point was
made that what we do for a living is what stands between the innocent citizen and the
jailhouse. Bagwell-McElroy, Mamma, if Justice is a Lady - "What is Equaliiy artd
Truth?" 23 Voicefor the Defense, No. I , Januaiy, 1994, at 37. This superb critique
of modern societal thought concerning the criminal law, and those who practice it
rings more trne in DWI cases than in any other type of case.
Shangely enough, we who ale blessed with DWI practices want exactly the same
thing as do the Motheis Against D~unkDriving - to get the drrmk diver off the road.
None of us "immoral defeme lawyers" enjoy seeing the alcohol-lelated carnage with
which we ale plagued as a society and in our pelsonal lives.
We, as palents, dead nothing mole than the midnight phone call. However, as
those who stand between the innocent citizen and jail, we also ~ealizethat not evety
member of that large class of those who drink and then drive, an activity which, as
yet, is legal in the State of Texas, is guilty of diiving while intoxicated. If our clients
are to receive fair trials, we have to find some way to impart this understanding of
thelaw to the juiy pallel du~ingvoir di~e.
Some panel members arrive in the eoulhoom with the unfounded belief that even
the slightest evidence of alcohol ingestion by the defendant means he is guilty of
DWI. Many panel members believe that, if a citizen is in the courtroom next to a
defense lawyer, then he must be guilty as chatged. All panel members begin their
service anxious to be "tough on crime."
Thankfully, it is possible to educate these panel membe~sto such an extent that
they are able to completely and fairly consider all the evidence in the case, and not
just the officer's opinion of guilt. In order to equip the jury with the tools of fairness,
we defense lawyers have to stress to the court that effective voir dire must directly
involve, through thorough, time-consuming and open-ended questioning, each member of the panel within the stlike zone.
The couit also must nndetstand that this type of voir dire can only be helpful to the
panel if the questions encourage the individual members to work through their 6 s -

@
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to the mental or physical faculties
of MR. DEFENDANT, and to no
one else.

conceptions about DWI.
Unfoitunately, many judges still
feel that questioning the panel as
a whole will allow the DWI
defendant a fair trial, and thus
must be equipped with the tools
of fairness, themselves.
During the litigation of nontest cases, i t is important to
detect, object to and correct the
numerous border-line statements
of the law which ate made,
eithcs directly or by implication,
by the Government during voir
dire. Many of these incorrect
statements are simply false and
deceptive views of the law foisted upon the jury panel by the
State of Texas.
One of the most egregious
- errors made by the State during
its voir dire in non-test cases is
the insidious implication that if
Mr. Defendant had simply
taken and passed the test.
nohodv's rear-end would be

"'Normal use refers to a range of measurement of the faculties of MR.
DEFENDANT, and to no one else."

1
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only to the mental
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IIlgand to no one else+sr.,
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Third, conveyed to the panel by
means of illustrations on a blackboard and through open-ended voir
.
dire, is a series of ideas which I
derived from an excellent article by
J. Gary Trichter on DWI published
last year in the Texas Bar Journd. In that article, Mr,
Trichter states:
1~~

cutorial drivel, and judicial economy, as well as justice,
would have been achieved.
The Government cleverly points out to the entire panel
that Mr. Defendant is so tragically unlike Mr. Venireman
in the front row who, ten years ago, pled guilty to DWI,
and thus manfully owned up to his criminal behavior. If
everyoue were that way, of course, the jury panel's lives
would he flee of woiry and pain, and society would be a
much better place. However, as the State manages to
pound home innumerable times in its voir dire, Mr.
Defendant not only failed, but fniled and refwed to take
the test, and, by implication, is clearly guilty.
There arc three tactics which will aid to dispel this highly
prejudicial, false, and deceptive voir dire tactic by painting
out to the jury, within the context of the open-ended voir dire,
that this implication by the State is absolutely false. First,
point out the fact that the law allows prosecution of Mr.
Defendant for DWI on the theories of the loss of the normal
use of his mental and physical faculties, as well as an alcohol
concentration of .I0 or more. Furthermore, even if he had
taken and passed the test, he would not necessarily have been
free to leave after his arrest. If the State objects, it simply
gives the Defense the chance to have the jury instructed on
what the law actually says.

Indeed, the term 'normal' actually refers to a lange
of measurement of the faculties of the person arrested. For example, 'noimal' would not be a particular
point 011a ruler. Rather, it is better explained as the
distance between two particular points on a ruler i.e., between the 3-inch and 9-inch ma~ks.
Trichter, DWI, What E~wryClient Shoztld Know, 56
T EX . B. J. 268,269 (1993).
It has occurred to me that "normal use" of both mental and
physical faculties is not me~elya two-dimensional concept
when alcohol is facto~edinto the equation. Rather, it is a
three-dimensional concept which can best be illustrated by the
use of a diagram with three axes which represent mental faculties, physical faculties, and alcohol conceelfation.
It will be useful to first educate the juiy panel by starting
with the two-dimensional aspect of this concept: the normal use of mental faculties for any individual person at any
given time may valy between two extremes on a line as
illustrated below.

Second, have the Cou~tiuclude the two following specially
requested instn~ctiousin its charge:
"Normal use of mental or physical faculties refers only
VOICE VOLUME 23 NUMBER 9 NOVEMBER 94
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If you know ahead of time that the
Judge will include these instluctions
in the Coutt's charge, you can tailor
defense testimony, as well as testimony from the officer, concerning
just how long the officer knew Mr.
Defendant prior to the officer's drawing his cottclusions that Mr.
Defeudant did not have the normal
use of his mental or physical faculties, who would best know whether
Mr. Defendant had the nonnal use of
his mental and physical faculties, and
what those mental and physical faculties were at the time of the stop.

@
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Mental

I

If we use anotlrer two-dimensional
representation on two
pa
axes, it then becomes ap rent that by using the X axis to represent mental faculties and the Y axis to represent physical
faculties, the range of normal use becomes either a circle or
an ellipse, thus illustrated:

.

such things as swaying slightly, slurring various groups of
letters in the alphabet, ability to walk heel to toe, but
inability to turn smoothly, and other things which might he
just as consistent with Mr. Defendant's sobriety as with his
intoxication at the time of the offense. Officers ale fond of
listing a "ve~ystrong odor of an alcoholic beverage on or
about Mr. Defendant's person," fumbling in the wallet for
the driver's license, taking a long time to stop, and failing
to retrieve the proof of insurance in an acceptable time
period, Many officers will concede that these things are
just as consistent with sobriety as with intoxication in the
applicable circumstances.

.. 'i

I '
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It is possible to quickly draw on the chalk board two or
three cilcles of various sizes to represent Mr. Defendant's
normal use of his mental or physical faculties on different
days of the week, or even during different hours of the day.
Most jurors are familiar with concepts such as illness and biorhythm and with the fact that many pelsons are more physically and mentally alert at 1:00 p.m. than they are at 1:OO a.m.

.-
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In one non-twt DWI, after considering the above diagrams,
one veniren~anvolunteered that he had a friend for whom the
ciicle got larger after he intmducedalcohol into his body. The
entire p a l had a good laugh, hut the point was made better
and more forcefully than my voir dire ever could. This is
known as "juror self-education." Needless to say, the State
promptly used a peremptol y strike on him.

*X
Mental

The explanation becomes more intelesting when alcohol is
factored into the two-axis no~malnse diagram, thereby making it a three-axis, or three-dimensional diagram. When the
three-axis diagram is used, the circle becomes either a cone,
or a cone with sloping sides, thus:

I

I

*X

Mental

At bath the far and the near ends of the X and Y axis would be
listed for the panel's benefit those things which are clearly outside
the nonnal use of Mr. Defendant's mental and physical facultie%
On the near and far ends of the X axis (representing mental faculties) would be things which are clearly outside the nonnal use of
Mr. Defendant's mental faculties, such as, pe~haps,loss of memoly,inability to speak, and loss of orientation with mpect to time
and space. Perhaps on the Y axis (~epresentingphysicalfaculties),
would he placed stumbling, falling down, vomiting, soiling himself with urine, and other things which are obviously outside the
nolmal use of Mr. Defendant's physical faculties.
Close1 to, but inside of, the boundaries on the graph representing the outer limits of normal use could be illust~ated

@
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With this illustration, it is possible to graphically show the
jury that even with alcohol factored into the normal-use equation, Mr. Defendant still retains a range of normal use peculiar to him. It is also immediately obvious that a total lack of
normal use does not occur until after the introduction of a significant amount of alcohol.

If the Information pleads both statutory grounds for intoxication, it may be useful to cast doubt on the machine andlor
the validity of the statutory .I0 definition by showing that Mr.
Defendant, even though he had .I0 or greater, had not progressed beyond the tip of the cone - i.e. he was still within the
range of the normal use of his mental and physical faculties.
Thus, the jury can graphicaUy see, at the time of the stop, it
was possible for the defendant to have retained a range of
normal use, mtwithstanding his having "failed" the breath
test. The panel may theu begin to grasp theincon~patibilityof
the two statutoiy definitions of DWI and begin experiencing
reasonable doubt.

Of course, this should be used with discretion and only
after the defense has determined that the State will he able to
pmve that Mr. Defendant had introduced alcohol into his
body. Just because the officer smells a strong odor of an
alcoholic beverage on or about Mr. Defendant's person, it
does not mean that the State can prove that alcohol was introduced into Mr, Defendant's body, or that intoxication, if any,
resulted therefrom.
Also it may be useful to use the three-axis diagram in a test
case. For instance, when the State alleges that .I0 is the point
beyond which MI: Defendant no longer has the normal use of
his mental or physical faculties, the diagram can illustrate that
Mr. Defendant maintained several characteristics within the
range of his norma1 use - i.e. inside the cone. The DPS training manual states that at an alcohol concentration of .04 most
persons are not measurably impaired; at .OX all persons
become intoxicated; and at .10 all persons are statutorily
drunk. TEX. DEP'T PUB. SAFETY, TEXAS BREATH ALCOHOL
TESTINGPZOGRAM
OPBUATORMANUAL, 5-15 (1990). The
manual is clear that 4 "drinks" are equivalent to intoxication
or, according to the statute, the lack of the normal use of mental and physical faculties for all persons, a fact which simply
does not ring true in the day-tu-day experience of many individuals who drink.
An interesting query is how one can progress from no measurable impairment at .04 to becoming intoxicated at .OX, an
ingestion of a mere two more "drinks." This inconsistency of
the DPS manual could be illustrated as below:

The diagrams presented in this article would change with
detailed scientific data which, of course, would vary considerably between individuals. However, as illustrative tools, these
diagrams may help us to educate the jury panel in such a way
that they are able to discern how the court's cbarge relales to all
of the evidence adduced at trial couceining normal use, and not
just the officer's necessarily biased opinion of drunkenness.
The jury panel's understanding of DWI as an "opinioh
crime" is perhaps the most important tool of fairness which
can be given to them by the defense. Once the jury understands that the officer's opinion of guilt does not bind them,
and that they are free to consider the defendant's entire situation at the time of the stop, then the defense has begun helping the defendant obtain a fair trial.
The diagrams suggested in this article should help the panel
nndemtand what the defendant's nozmal use is, and lay a foundation for the jury's consideration of the defendant's own opinion
of whether he was intoxicated at the time of the stop, if he testifies. If the defendant does not testify, these diagrams may help
to sensitize the jury to the evidence adduced fmmthe State's witnesses which indicates that the defendant may, indeed, have had
the noimal use of his mental and physical faculties at the time of
the stop, and to evidence which indicates that the defendant's
actions may have been jnst as consistent with sobriety as with
intoxication. At a minimum, these diagrams should serve to dispel some of the misconceptions biought by the jurors to the courthouse and encouraged by the plosecutor, and achieve justice by
getting the hunk &iver off the road.

*
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Federal Column

I. INTRODUCTION
t is a fundamental principle of criminaf law that a

I

defendant can be held liable for conduct of his coconspirators committed in furtherance of rhe conspiracy.
Pinkerton v. United States, 328 U.S. 640,647 (1946). It
is hardy surprising then that the Sentencing Commission
likewise holds defendants responsible in some instances
for the cooduct of their confederates under the relevant
conduct provision of rhe sentencing guidelines. U.S.S.G.
$ 131.3. This provision is not coextensiv~however, with
federal conspiracy doctrine. U.S.S.G. 5 1B1.3,
Application note 1; United States v. Puma, 937 E2d
151,160 (5th Cir, 1990), cert. denied, 112 5.Ct. 1165
(1992). Indeed, the provision may apply regardless of
whether a defendant is actually charged with conspiracy.
U.S.S.G. $ lB1.3,Application note 2.
The 1992 amendments to Gvidellne
181.3 and w e n t decisions intelpretiag
the amended guideline make ir cleat
that the scope of the guidehe is narlower fhan traditional conspiimy Iiability. This erticle reviews some of the
decisions that plaw signi£icafit l i m b
tims on a defendant's liability underthe
sentencing guidelines.

If.RELEVANT CONDUCT,
6UIDELINE 1B1.3
Guldelfae lBl.3 provides in relevant pnnr
(@ Chanters Two (Offense Conduct)

a ~ t dT h e e IkdinstmenQ. Unless
otherwise specified, (i)the base
ofEense level where the guideline
specifies more than one base offense
level*(it) specific offense character-

isties and (iii) cross tefermeez in
ChaptarTWO, and (iv) adjustmentsin
Chxpter Three, shall be determined
onthe basis of the following:
{l)(A) a11 acts and bmissions amlred, aided, ab&, coun9e1edd
commanded, induced, procnmd, or willfully caused by
the defendant; and
(I)(E) in the case of a j ~ n r l yudertaken criminal activity (a
criminal plan, scheme,
endeavor, or e n t e e s e undertaken by the defendan? in concert with ottiers, whether
not chaeged as a anspiraeyl,
all w a ~ ~ a ~ l y f b r e s &acts
e~~bie
and ombions of others in@
theranee of ?he joinfb undertaken criminal activity,
that omurred dirring the ommissinn
of the offense of conviction, in prewation far that off&$@, or in the course of
atkmpting to amid detedion m m w n sibility for that offens,

U.SqS.G.8 1B1.3(a)(l) [Nov. 1,
1992]@mpha& arldedl.

The Conunentary empha&es that relevant
conduct may be more hlfedthan the conspiracy:
VOLUME 23 NUMBER9 NOVEMeER 94 VOICE

In the case of a jointly undertaken
criminal activity, subsection (a)(l)(B)
provides that a defendant is accountable
for the couduct (acts and omissions) of
others that was both:
(i) in furtherance of the jointly undertaken criminal activity; and
(ii) reasonably foreseeable in connection with that criminal activity.
Because a count may be worded broadly and include the conduct of many participants over a period of time, the scope
of the criminal activirjjointly undertaken
by the deEendant (the '30intly undertaken
criminal activiry'") is not necessarily the
same as the swpe of the entire eonspiracy, and hence relevant conduct is not uecessadly thesame for every participant. In
order to determine the defendant's
accountability for the conduct of others
under subsection (a)(l)(B), the court
must first determine the scope of the
criminal activity the particular deferidant
agreed to jointly undertaken h,
the
scope of the specific conduct and objectives embraced by the defendant's agree
ment). The conduct of others that was
hoth in furtherance of, and rensonably
foreseeable in connection with, the criminal activity jointly undertaken by the
defendant is relevant conduct under this
provision. The conduct of others that
was not in furtherance of the criminal
activity jointly undwtaken by the defendant, or was uot reasonably foreseeable in
connection with that climinal activity, is
not relevant conduct under this p~ovision.
In determining the scope ofthe CI~INnal activity that the particulu defendant
agreed to jointly undertake (&, the
scope of the specific conduct and objectives embraced by the defendant's
agreement), the court may consider any
explicit agreement or implied agreement fairly inferred from the conduct of
the defendant and ofhers.
Note that the crimiual activity that the
defendaut agreed to jointly undertake,
and the reasonably forneeable conduct of
others in fnrthe~anceof that criminal
activity, a* not necessarily identical. For
example, two defendants agreeto commit
a robbay and, during the course of that
robbe~y,the first defendant assaults and
injures a victim. The second defendamtis
VOICE VOLUME23 NUMBER9 NOVEMBER94

accountable for the assault and injury to
the victim (even if the second defendant
had not qg,greed to the assault and had cautioned the first defendant to be careful not
to hurt anyone) because the assaultive
conduct was in hvtlierance of the jointly
undataken criminal activity (the robbay)
and was izasonably foreseeable in connection with that criminal activity (given
the nature of theoffense.)

u.S.S.G. 8 1B1.3, Application
note 2.'

Ill. THE CONDUCT MUST BE
BOTH REASONABLY FORESEEABLE
AND .I.N. FURTHERANCE
.
- --.
- -.
OF JOINTLY UNDERTAKEN
ACTIVITY
-

-

In one of the first cases interpreting
the 1992 revised guideline and its commentary, the Fifth Circuit emphasized
that the government must establish that
a confederae's conduct wa;u hoth reasonably foreseeable and in furthelance
of jointly undertaken activity:
[were knowledge that criminal activity is taking place is not enough for sentence enhancement under 91B1.3. The
mle does not hold accountable any person who reasonably suspects that criminal activity is taking place, regardless of
their owninvolvement. To M d a defendant accountable for the clime of a rhi~d
person, the government must establish
that the defendant agieed to jointly
undertake criminal activities with the
third person, and that the particular crime
was within the scope of that agreement.

1096 (1994).2 Again, the appellate court
remanded for specific findings on each
defendant's liability. Of course, the scope
of criminal IiabiIity may vary for each
defendant depending on their role in the
conspiracy. For example, in United States
13 E3d 860 (5th Cir. 19941, the
Fifth Circuit affirmed the district court's
determination that a lingleader (Smith) was
responsible for 5.9 grams of crack wheiz
there was evidence that she had agkxd to
paaicipate jointly in d ~ u gsales with others
and the amount was reasonably Eo~weeable
to her. 13F.3d at 864-65.
In contrast, codefendant Phillip's sentence was reversed where evidence
showed only his agreement with one
other person to distribute two grams, 13
F.3d at 866.68.

m,

IV. CONDUCT PRECEDING DEFENDAN?S
ENTRY INTO THE CONSPIRACY I S NOT CONSIDERED

111United States v. Carreon. 11 F.3d
1225 (5th Cir. 19941, the Fifth Circuit
joined the Firgt and Ninth Circuits in
holding thaf guideline IB13(a)(l)(B) is
"prospective only, and consequently cannot include conduct occurring before a
defendant joins a conspiracy," 11 F.3d at
1235-36 (citing United States v. Petty,
982 F.2d 1374, 1376 (9th Cir. 1993);
973 F.2d
1015, 1026 (1st Cir. 1992)); see d s o
United States v. Madkins. 14 F.3d 277
(5th Ci. 1994). The Fifth Circuit's reasoning in
is insuwtive because it
illustrates the restrictive nature of the mvisions to the relevant conduct guideline.
Tmcing the history of the relevant conUnited States v. Evhuomwm, 992 E2d duct provision, the court noted that the
70, 74 (5th Cir. 1993). Evbuomwan's original gnideline contained only a "crypsentence for credit c a d fraud was vacat- tic reference to accountabilityfor conspiraed and remanded for a fmding by the dis- torial activity."
11 F.3d at 1233?
tlict court on whether the defendant had An emagency amendment was promulagreed with two others to commit an gated effective January 15, 1988, which
the Fifth Circuit surmised to have been a
electronic check ftaud scheme.
Applying the revised guideline in the recognition of the "weaknesses of [the earcontext of a drug conspiracy, the Fifth lier] approach." @. This version l~ferred
to accountability for "conduct in furtherCircuit held:
The illustrations indicate that it was ance of the conspuacy that mas hzmtm to
not necessarily the intent of the or.was reasona1,Iyf o r . s e b 1 by the
Sentencing Commission to hold persons defendant." 11 F.3d at 1233 (emphasis in
who buy or sell drug%to a lllajor distrib- opinion):' The 1989 amendment dropped
utor responsible for all the drugs bought the "known to" language and added commeotay emphasizing that relevant conduct
or sold by that distributor.
would not necessarily be the same for each
United States v. Maselatti. 1 F.3d 330, defenda~~t
charged in a broadly worded
340 (5th Cir. 19931,cea. denied, 114 S.Ct. conspimcy count. 11 F.3d at 1233.'
setatS-

m,

@

The Frfth Circuit ~ecognizedthat the ly to punish the defendant who, after
1992 amendment "once again aeempted drugs were imported and distributed,
to clarify and to delineate the extent of agreed to collect the money due on the
liability for conspiratorial activity." drugs. Qmm does not preclude such a
CaJreon, 11 E.3d at 1233. The 'ieaso~~-defendant from being held accountable
able foreseeahility" element was moved under guideline lB1.3(a)(l)(A), which
fiom the commenkuy to the text and the provides that relevant conduct includes
commentary emphasizes that the "'scope conduct "aided or abetted" by the defenof the agreement' and 'reasonable fore- dant 11 F.3d at 1237-38.
seeability' are independent and necessary elements." 11 F.3d at 1233. The V. A DEFENDANT'S INCARCERCourt summadzed the change as follows: ATION M A Y LIMIT LIABILITY
In sum, changes wrought by the
Ordinarily, a defendant's incarceraCommission in 81B1.3 indicate
tion does not terminate his or her
that the Commission has develinvolvement in a conspiracy unless he
oped "reasonable foreseeability"
or she can make a "'substantial' affiras a means to limit the sentencing
mative showing of withdrawal, abanacconntability of a defendant.
donment, or defeat of the conspiratorial
The Commission has apparently
purpose."' United States v. Puipdeveloped this limit to ensuls that
Tnfante, 19 F.3d 929, 945 (5th Cir.
the congressional goal of propor1994)(citing United States v. Branch,
tionality is served - that the sen850 F.2d 1080, 1082 (5th Cir. 1988).
tence of the defendant is indeed
cert. denied, 488 U S . 1018 (1989)).
tied to the "specific acts and
Incarceration du~ingthe remainder of
omissions for which the defenthe conspilacy may have some effect,
dant is to be held accountable."
however, on the finding of foreseeabiliCarreon, l l F.3d at 1234.
ty iequired under the guidelities. big
Turning to a review of circuit law Infante, 19 F.3d at 945-46.
concetning letrospective application of
In Puie-Infante, theFifth Circuit held
the t'levant conduct provision, the Fifth that where a defendant has been anestCircuit noted that the Second and ed and incarcerated before the conspirSeventh Circuits peumt consideration of acy has terminated, the court should
conduct that occuned befo~ethe defen- consider the foreseeabil~tyof cocondant joined the conspiracy, at least in spirator misconduct in light of the 1)
rare instances. & United States v. nature of the conspiracy, 2) the defenEdwards, 945 F.2d 1387, 1393-97 (7th dant's involvement in the olganization
Cir. 1991), cett. denied. sub nom., prior to his arrest, and 3) the "relationMartin v. United States, 112 S.Ct. 1590 ship or nexus between the conspiracy's
(1992); Umted States v. Mitanda-Ortiz, transactions occuming before his arrest
926 F.2d 172, 178 (2d Cir.), cert. of which he is charged with knowledge
denied, 1I2 S.Ct. 347 (199 1): The Fifth and those which took place after his
Circuit was persuaded instead by the arrest." 19 F.3d at 946. The court
approach taken by the First Circuit noted further that the "temporal proxwhich iecognized that it would be "oxy- imity of the alrest to the termination of
moronic" to conclude that "prior con- the conspitacy may also be iinpo~tant;
duct" could be "reasonably fo~eseeable." the longer the time between inearceraO'Campo, 973 F.2d at 1026;
tion and termination, the more attenuatGim?m, l l F.3d at 1225. The Fifth ed the connection between the defenCircuit ultimately held that a pmspective dant and the conspitacy." Id.
only application of the guideline was
more consistent with the requirement of VI. CONCLUSION
fomseeability and ptoportionality in senWhile guideline lB1.3(a)(l)(B) may
tencing. Carreon, 11F.3d at 1225.
expand a defendant's liability umder the
A defendant who joins a conspilacy sentencing guidelines to conduct comlate in the game but who aids the success mitted by others, the 1992 revision of the
of the earlier venture, however, will not guideline makes it clear that the "reasonnecessarily get off scot-free. The gov- able foreseeability" requirement is
ernment expmsed concern in
designed to limit a defendant's accountthat the limitation on the scope of guide- ability, moreovel, and that fo~eseeabitity
line IB1.3(a)(l)(B) would fail adequate- and agreement are independent elements

that mnst be established by the govem
ment before a defendant can be held
accountable for the conduct of others.

1. The commentary offers a number of
illustrations of conduct for which a
defendant may be held accountable.
Application note 2.
2. Because the 1992 amendments
merely clarify the earlier guideline,
they apply to cases pending on direct
appeal even if the offense occurred
or the sentence was imposed before
the amendment went into effect.
Maseratti. 1 F.3d at 340;
Evbuomwan, 992 F.2d at 74 n.1.
3. U.S.S.G. g 1B1.3 (Nov. 1987).
4. U.S.S.G.$IB1.3,App.C,amend.3,
78.
5. U.S.S.G. 81B1.3, Application note

,L.
.

6. In this author's view, both decisions actually take a faiily ~estrictive view of the provision. The
Second Circuit emphasized that
such conduct could be considered
only if it was reasonably foreseeable. Miianda-Ortiz, 926 F.2d at
178. The Seventh Circuit noted
that the "concept of foreseeability"
(a forward looking concept) must
be turned around 180 degrees and
be applied to the conduct of coconspirators occurring before the
entry of a particular defendant into
the conspiracy." Edwards, 945
F.2d at 1393.
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